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Introduction

In the last ten years the amount of literature on our star brothers and sisters - well, our ancestors, really, as well as our future - has mushroomed.

Films about them. Fear-mongering from the same people who wish to bring you World War III - the real ones to fear. Mysteries of the deep - whether underwater, underground, or in space.

The storyline I'm following (you can choose your own) is that our star family created this particular human template (1) during Cro-Magnon times and then left us here to develop in our own ways. They poked their heads in from time to time to see if we needed help - witness sites like Gobekli Tepe.

The last time they were here ended in 1200 BC. All Mediterranean civilizations record discord after they left. (2) It was a time of decline for the Hittites, Egyptians, and neighboring countries.

Today they return to ensure our Ascension. Our job is over in Third Dimensionality. We get a pay raise and a new office. No, we get to do what we want.

***

And what shall we tell them - that they don't already know - about what we've done with their creation?

Well, let's see. Let's look at the historical present.

• More than 50 million men, women and children killed in World War II.
• Vying systems of totalitarian government in perpetual cold and hot wars since then.
• Planet-killing, omnicidal weapons of mass destruction, like depleted-uranium (DU) munitions, being used by many governments. Notice there's no discussion of it in the mainstream media.

• An elite planning World War III to get rid of useless eaters. (3) I'd say we're not doing very well, really. Not very well at all.

Without our star family coming back in the last century to help with our Ascension, Gaia would have died from any number of causes, including:

• Bearing the strain of human karma from so much rape and murder.
• Giving up under the stress of so much pollution, which the galactics are ready to help us clean up.
• Being unwilling to permit another human world conflagration, which our star family will also not permit. (Time's up, warring factions!)
• Stressing from the loss of oil that lubricates her joints, which she and our star family can address. (There's no need for oil, when we can use free energy, solar, wind and water energy.)
• Burdened by the effects of chemtrails, neutralized by our ancestors from the stars.
• Polluted by radiation leaking from various human dump sites on land and undersea, which the galactics will later dispose of.
• Her environment devastated by the effects of DU released into the atmosphere, which the galactics have removed.

This last act alone is one of planetary salvation. Without our star family, at some point in the near future - if by DU alone - we would not be here. This would be a devastated planet.

This is the gift we offer back to our ancestors when they return to us. This is our final report: You gave us life and we return to you a dying planet. Is that really what we want to do?

***

We want to restore our planet from the depredations that we ourselves caused. And the galactics offer us the helping hand to do that. And, as it happens, to do it quickly.

Fortunately the galactics enjoy a higher form of life than most people on Earth today have probably experienced. They live in a constant state of ever-flowing, transformative love. I spent some time in that state or I wouldn't presume to talk about it. It's wonderful
beyond words.

The fact that they live in that space, with all the advantages it brings (much wider, quicker, deeper comprehension, deeper compassion, on and on), is why earlier civilizations often regarded them as gods.

One does feel godlike in the space of this higher form of love, but it doesn't allow us to become tyrants over others. If we think harm to another, it flees.

The galactics were (are) in fact higher-dimensional beings. We're actually quite primitive compared to them. We're lucky that they come down this far in dimensionality to meet with us and serve our welfare.

We've been in their good hands since we first appeared on the planet. We are in good hands. And we will be in good hands.

They have to deal with us. It's they who are not in hands that have reliably, traditionally been good (think: Holocaust, Dresden bombing, My Lai Massacre). One might argue that they need protection from us, not us from them.

We're the ones who insist on raping and killing each other. We have so much blood on our hands that you might think it more fitting of us to appear before them in abject apology for the disaster we've made of the environment and people they created. Look how we ruined the Garden of Eden.

Ask the people of Syria or Yemen. Or Afghanistan or Vietnam or the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Ask any refugee. Ask any woman.

***

A unimaginably-uplifting family reunion awaits us. Disclosure will be one of the most historic and satisfying events of this Ascension or of human history.

This book contains articles written at various times as introductions to the subject. They're here to help raise our vibrations until our consciousness breaks free from its focus on the Third Dimensionality. They're here to help us focus on a higher-dimensional reality. That, plus helping Gaia to get through this period of final turmoil, has been the major part of their work around this planet, cloaked as they are in many ships.

In that state of consciousness, that higher dimension, no one will even think of doing another harm. All will only want to share their divine love. We'll have a galaxy of new friends and family to share it with. And we'll have the tools to show Gaia our appreciation for her long tolerance of us and her travails.
Footnotes

(1) Called the Adam/Eve Kadmon template.


(3) Satanism, child sacrifice, weather warfare, chemtrails, pandemics, toxic vaccines. The School of the Americas, the CIA in charge of the drug trade, Several Presidents guilty of high crimes like treason, human trafficking, and pedophilia.
Who is Here?
Who is here?

Adamu: We include many races and some of those races are very closely related - sort of brothers and sisters of the same original parent race. Some you might recognize are us Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Arcturians, the Antarians, the Andromedans and those from Procyon, Aldebaran and Deneb.

These are names I can place in my young friend's mind at this time. There are others [I cannot]. Also others from outside of this galaxy are here. And ones who are far above such consideration as 'galactic neighbourhood' or even which universe you are from. (1)

Adamu: The Galactic Federation has been quite directly involved in your planet in many, many ways for your planet's whole history. Of late we have been bringing great many ships into the environment of your planet in order to assist with numerous subtle duties.

I can list a few: assisting with the balancing of your magnetosphere, working against your destructive tendencies by disallowing nuclear explosions and similar, beaming in an balancing frequencies of light that assist in the ascension process, severely curtailing the negative activities of other self-serving space races and so on and so on. The list is long.

The point is we have been here in the environs of your planet for a long time working very hard to assist in your welfare though you have not know about it. You see we can work across different densities of existence and we confine ourselves to densities other than your own so that we are not observed. This has been important as our non-interventionist policies dictate that we do not force ourselves upon a population that does not ask for, and is not ready for our arrival. (2)

SGGF: We Sirians are only part of a vast contingent of galactic humans in this first contact fleet. Other groups originate in the Pleiades and tens of thousands of worlds that encircle the distant stars of the constellations Andromeda and Cassiopeia.

They also come from solar systems in Aries, Perseus and Pegasus, and from stars, such as Bernard's star and Alpha Centauri, much closer to your Sun. These amazing Beings have arrived to serve you and, at the appropriate time, intend to arrive en masse upon your lovely shores (3)

Sanat Kumara: Your beloved star friends, your family, are working with you diligently around your clock and around theirs.
And they are assisting also with the attunements of energies with vibratory rates and frequencies, so that that coming together is not difficult; that it is possible to meet on an even playing field so that you are not disrupted and they are not disrupted.

In the meantime, many of your star brothers and sisters populate the planet. They daily give what you would think of in the human realm as inspiration for new technology or a different understanding of how things work, science-wise. So of course, they are part of this.

It would be remiss of me to also say to you that there are many who are even in different planetary systems who are still on-planet who are also sending their energy, their healing, their love, their support.

So the question is not, “Who is involved?” The question is, “Who is not involved?” But this is in accordance, yes, with the plans that have been devised by the human collective heart and mind in alignment with divine plan. (4)

Mira the Pleiadian: Many dedicated representatives from other star systems are participating in this process. You have our complete and total focus. We work at the request of our Creator. We only have your best interests in our hearts. (5)

SHGF: Many of us are surrounded by a glowing aura. Because of this, and our ability to transform easily into our Light Body, many of your ancestors viewed us with awe.

Greet us, now, not in this belief, but merely as your Space Family. Know by what you see that you gaze upon simply what you really are. Like us, you are Physical Angels. Soon, you once again will take on your true form. (6)

Diane of Sirius: The Beings of Light are androgynous and only use form as you understand it when it is deemed necessary. You have seen them as your glowing godly Beings from which beautiful light radiates in all directions. (7)

Kryon: I am not 3D and I am not singular. (8)

Hathors: We are what you might term an ascended civilization—a group of beings existing at a specific vibratory field, even as you have an energy signature. It is simply that we vibrate at a faster rate than you. Nonetheless, we are all part of the mystery, part of the love that holds and binds all the universe together. (9)

Adamu: I am a truly multidimensional personality. That is to say we all are—it’s simply that my awareness encompasses a great many manifestations of self. Simply put, I know myself to be in many places and in many realities doing many
different things all at the same time. I am this and I am that all at the same time, so to speak, for TIME itself is just a tool to me... an object which spreads out some parts of that which I hold within myself. (10)

Footnotes


(2) Loc. cit.


Where does intelligent life exist in the universe?

SaLuSa of Sirius: There are intelligent life forms beyond your present imagination, and some are entirely different to what you have been used to so far. (1)

SaLuSa: There is life everywhere you look, and not just in the dimensions that are open to your physical eyes.
There are dimensions beyond your reckoning, and still life is present in abundance. It would be difficult to explain such vastness as an accidental occurrence, when it is clear that a mighty intelligence must exist that embraces all that exists. (2)

Life is everywhere around you, therefore what could be more natural than contact being made with you. (3)

Atmos of Sirius: Regardless of which form [another life form] represents, it is correct for the conditions in which it lives.

Inside each form is the same soul as you although they may be at a different level. All seek experience and you will measure their spiritual advancement according to the dimension that they reside within. (4)

**Footnotes**


(2) Ibid., Sept. 23, 2009.


Who Summoned the Galactics?

Billy Meier meets Semjase the Pleiadian
Who summoned you?

Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: Heaven summoned us and we came. (1)

Matthew Ward: [Mother Earth's] cry for help went out into the universe and instantly God authorized myriad spiritually-advanced civilizations to respond by beaming their own vast light into Earth's body. The massive infusion of light from those distant sources stabilized her orbit and enabled her to jar loose from negativity's stranglehold, start to ascend out of deep third density and continue toward her ultimate destination in fifth density.

Her soul originated in that high plane and there it remained throughout the millennia that her body spiraled ever downward as more and more human and animal blood was shed and the environment ravaged. (2)

Saan and the Arcturian Council: Gaia made the call for we and so many others to focus ourselves upon Her and your collective whenever the actions of those you’ve known as the cabal were taken to extreme heights, and every one of you can perhaps be familiar with or remember, even if only slightly, your own response to this clarion call of sorts. (3)

Gaia through Linda Dillon: It was a universal call, and it was...yes, of course my plea went up, but it was also a plea that was delivered from the archangels, and particularly Archangels Jophiel and Uriel as well as Michael. So, it was a collective call for help.

But yes, I have called not only to the star beings, but to my brothers and sisters of other planetary systems as well. You know, we are in communication. That is something that you do not fully understand. It is not only what you would think of as two-legged beings that are sentient and in communication - quite the contrary. (4)

SHGF: You are literally waking up just before a grand disaster made your extinction inevitable. We come to alter this grave possibility and return you to the Light. What is now happening is the formal start of Heaven’s retort to the dark and the fulfilling of a sacred prophecy first pronounced by Archangel Michael nearly an eon ago. (5)

SaLuSa: Over the years ... our actions have shown that we of the Galactic Federation are on a divine mission. (6)

Mira the Pleiadian: We serve the Creator in whatever manner is needed. (7)
Whom do you report to?

Galactic Federation through Blossom Goodchild: Indeed there are 'ranks' above our station. In fact many.

One would perhaps be astounded at the number of levels there are involved in this grand divine plan. For it is not as you know concerning the moving from one house to another. This plan involves the upliftment of an entire planet and all who sail in her! (1)

SaLuSa: We [the GFoL] … answer to the higher Beings who oversee your civilization, and have their own responsibility to God to make sure God’s Plan works out. That of course is your destiny to complete this cycle of duality with the opportunity to ascend. We are here to ensure you are not denied it by any outside interference or through the activities of the Illuminati. (2)

Mike Quinsey: There are powers in the higher dimensions that control events on Earth, and also ensure that the wishes of the people are upheld. (3)

Archangel Michael: At the 2012 Transition, responsibility for the Earth passed to the Higher Dimensional Council of Elders and the Council of Earth Keepers.
These are the Light Councils that determine the direction and evolution of your planet. (4)

AAM through Linda Dillon: what we are describing is also a prelude to where you are heading, so it is a timely and planned discussion that we have this day, and we are completely in a unified field, as are you and as are you with us. And when I say 'with us' I mean what you think of as the Company of Heaven, the Council of Love, Ascension Command, your star brothers and sisters, the ascended masters, the universe. (5)

Sanat Kumara through Linda Dillon: If you are talking about the full restoration of heart consciousness, of course this is the plan of the Divine Mother. So if you were to think of it in human terms, she is the boss. She is the beginning. She is the end. She is the All.

And so while there are many of us who are involved in this undertaking and process of restoration, understand, it is always in accordance with her plan, with the plan, and always in accordance with universal law.

So nothing that we undertake in her name, or even in the name of Gaia or humanity or any of the councils, is permitted to go forward unless it is in alignment with that overall plan.

Now, is there room for maneuvering, for manipulation, for adjustment? Yes, of course. And you have witnessed that very clearly in the human decision to go forward as one.

As your planetary logos, I play, I would like to say, a pivotal role, because it is my commitment, my mission, to see this through, to see the transition of humankind and Gaia, of everything upon Gaia, into the higher realm and the restoration of what was always intended. In many ways you can think of it as the closing of the circle, the bringing-back to original intent, before everything went awry or astray. (6)

Matthew Ward: The highest universal council formerly was responsible for arrival and introduction timing and now God is in charge. God relieved the council of the heavy responsibility of deciding when Earth's peoples are psychologically ready to see spacecrafts landing in numbers and to greet unusual-looking beings. God will say GO! when the meeting can be with welcoming, not fear, and He is just as eager for that joyous occasion as are all of us who know it is coming.

God's taking the helm in this is a change from what we reported in earlier messages. Changes happen at the peak of the universe just as they do in your lives! So it is not that we give you misleading information and later have to retract it - we tell you what is known at the time of our messages, and if later a significant change is made, we report that.
There is an additional element to the effects of the collective consciousness on a civilization regarding the arrival of our family from other worlds. You have been eagerly awaiting the landing of spacecrafts and meeting members who are living among you.

However, not only isn't your excitement about that shared by the vast majority of your society, but the actuality of "aliens" coming to help or already living on the planet isn't in their belief systems. Furthermore, for the most part, their ideas about extraterrestrials are the monstrous beings invading Earth as depicted in films. (7)

**Footnotes**


(3) Mike Quinsey, July 8, 2016, at [http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/Channeled_Messages](http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/Channeled_Messages)


**Do you follow a plan?**

SaLuSa of Sirius: As you must know by now we are not here in great numbers by chance. It is to fulfil the Creator's Plan for this Universe. (1)

Jesus: There is a divine timing about everything. Nothing is ever done by chance; it is all by divine plan. (2)
SaLuSa: Your All-Loving God has plans well beyond your understanding and the goal is to successfully move your Universe into the higher vibrations. That process is well advanced, and you and your Earth are being prepared to be part of that upliftment. (3)

SaLuSa: The Creator has expressed a desire that all within your Universe shall ascend and it is only your Earth that is experiencing a battle to be part of that upliftment. All other planets and dimensions are sufficiently advanced to move with the changes without any difficulty. (4)

SaLuSa: Your glorious future is absolutely certain, and it is written into the plan decreed by the Creator. (6)

St. Germaine: There is an immutable plan that is well advanced for your final experiences, that shall lift you out of duality fully into the Light and Love that knows no equal or limitations. Your future is assured amongst the dimensions of Light, and every step you take is nearer to the Source of All That Is. The Angels sing their praises for you and Heaven awaits your return at last.” (7)

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, March 30, 2009, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/Channeled_Messages


(3) Ibid., April 6, 2009.

(4) Ibid., April 8, 2009.


What is that plan?

Atmos of Sirius: The plan of enlightenment started long ago and has brought about an awakening that has moved you onto the path of Ascension. It is one of major opportunity to leave the Earth in its present lower dimension and proceed with it to the higher levels. (1)
SaLuSa of Sirius: [The Plan] was known even when you first came to Earth that the cycle would complete with your successful Ascension. The power behind these events is the Creator, and although freewill is ever operating, some are pre-ordained.” (2)

SaLuSa: The coming Ascension has been the subject of many teachings and messages for a very long time, as the end times have been clearly defined since this cycle began so long ago. It is the whole purpose of everything that has been taking place. (3)

SaLuSa: You are all acting out your roles for the benefit of the whole, and a game it may be, but one that is deadly serious. The emphasis is on getting you to awaken to your true selves, and taking responsibility for all you do. (4)

Saul: It is your Father’s Will and yours that you make this move back into His glorious Presence where you belong and where everlasting bliss awaits you. (5)

SaLuSa: The Divine Plan is calling upon many souls incarnate upon Earth, to come into their own and be the leaders that they are already. (6)

SaLuSa: As you can imagine spiritual matters are highly organized and progress is coordinated for Humankind so that as many souls as possible move into the Light. (7)

SaLuSa: There will be a coordinated plan between our allies, and us of the Galactic Federation and events will follow quickly once they get started. At each stage we shall prepare you for what follows, as it is so important that our actions are clearly understood. We do not thrust things upon you without due consideration as to how it will affect you. ...

At times it will seem hectic, but the object is to clear out that which has no place in your future. (8)

SaLuSa: The grand plan for Man is perfect in its concept and whatever path you take, it will always lead to your goal. (9)

Light Beings: Rest assured that the Plan is unfolding exactly as it should. (10)

Footnotes


Who conceived it?

The highest universal council members ... long ago conceived and crafted the Golden Age’s master plan. The plan included millions and millions of souls from advanced civilizations whose essential assistance on, within and above Earth assured that she not only would survive death throes, but would be restored to her original paradise self, where all her people live in harmony with each other and all of Nature. (1)

SaLuSa: The Elders have ensured that there is no shortage of attention to your needs, and the end times are meticulously planned for total success. (2)

Damur of Antares: “You helped to design the Grand Plan that you find yourselves in. (3)

SaLuSa: You might reflect on the fact that you have created your reality, but it was at a higher level that the divine plan was conceived and it will not change except for divine intervention. (4)

St. Germaine: Your galvanization against the dark] is in accordance with the plan of the High Councils and Elohim for the destiny of Earth and its people. What appears simply a physical confrontation is in fact occurring on a number of different levels and you are lifting yourselves up and driving the dark forces back until they will eventually leave your vibration. (5)

Footnotes
How do we know the Plan will not be thwarted?

SaLuSa: The path to Ascension is to be cleared of any attempts [by the dark forces] to prevent it from manifesting, and be sure, Dear Ones, that when a divine edict is given it is the Law of the Creator. (1)

Saul: The divine plan continues to unfold precisely as intended, and as it must; nothing else is possible. (2)

Atmos of Sirius: All proceeds in an orderly manner with purpose even if you cannot grasp it. (3)

SaLuSa: Let us repeat that there is nothing to fear, your future is absolutely assured —and that is by Divine Decree. A Universal edict has been served on all creation that has responded by preparing in readiness for the great change to the higher dimensions.

You have to be helped, which is why we are here in great numbers. Now you can see why we work incessantly with our allies, as we are keen to get started through direct contact with you. That is not far away now, but we shall choose our time well when it is most suitable for a successful open first contact. (4)

SaLuSa: Part of our actions is to ensure that you safely reach the end of your journey, and we abide by the Creator’s decree that it shall be so. We can therefore tell you that you have nothing to fear where your future is concerned. (5)

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, March 15, 2010, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/Channeled_Messages


Are the Archangels, the Mighty Ones, working with the galactics?

Sanat Kumara: There are many of what you think of as the mighty archangels, Michael and Gabriel. And as you are now anchoring what you think of as future time, Jophiel and Uriel are very actively involved in this restoration.

Raphael has always been involved, because of his mission and purpose for the healing not only of the multiverse but of this planetary situation and the situation of all of humanity.

So needless to say, his undertaking, his work, has been monumental. You have no idea. (1)

Archangel Michael: This is a massive question.

Let us start by describing how we work. And again, I will attempt to translate it.

We have never varied. We have never departed. And when I say ‘we’ now I am speaking of the angelic and the archangelic realms, with the exception of the fallen angels, who have had the experience of variance.

But we are aligned with what you would think of as the heart and mind and will of One, and therefore the design and the plan in all its infinite glory of the Mother. And we can speak specifically to two weeks or two thousand eons.

You have a term on Earth, a word called entrainment. And the example is when you see schools of fish in the beautiful, crystal clear waters of the Caribbean where you are all headed, spiritually, that swim one way and then without explanation, as a collective, change direction. You see it in flocks of birds, and you see it in human behavior. You tend to think of it as trends or patterns of behavior.

But think of it in this way — that we are in complete entrainment with the Mother. So we do not vary from that flow, from that ebb. If there is a thought, a desire, that then becomes a creation and a variable in the plan, then we are all flowing with it continually. So there is never any discord.
Now, that does not mean that we do not have unique and specific roles within that field, because we do. And that is part of our joy and part of our service to the Mother. So if you were to think of it as an org chart, you would think, of course, Mother is the CEO; Father is the chairman of the board. And the direction is set, obviously, by their collaboration and union.

And I suggest to you, they are always in agreement.

Archangel Gabriel/Gabrielle is the central administrator. That Lily of Love is actually a very powerful being. So we do have roles. And you can think of Gabrielle as being responsible to administer the plan.

Now, we are not speaking of someone who is doing a great deal, but rather overseeing — yes, there are incursions now and then — but she allocates various responsibilities to where they are most appropriate. …

So, through Gabrielle, an element, a fragment of the plan is assigned, and these assignments, as we say, sometimes are very brief, but generally very lengthy. We tend to think of time in far greater spans than you do. But within that span of time there are very specific goals, outcomes, benchmarks that the Mother anticipates to have come to pass. So you can think of that as the Divine Timeline.

So, Gabrielle will say to me, “Well, Michael, there can be no Ascension, there can be no movement of the entire collective until there is greater peace.” Now, she does not guide me or direct me on how to do that. She simply says, “You take care of it.” And if you know my sister, she expects me to do just that. And so that is an element. And I will come back to that simply because I can explain it as it is my forte and sphere.

But then she will say, to Ariel, who is in charge of beauty and the angels of pink [seraphim], and defenders of the throne, and she will say to Ariel, “Now, we are going to have to have, for the fulfillment of this plan, a greater appreciation of the divine qualities, of beauty, of the inner and outer beauty. And, by the way, while that is taking place, and while you are taking some of your angels of pink, they also need to be assigned to the star beings so that they do not feel ignored and to Gaia and to several other planetary systems. But that is your task. You take care of it.”

And so on …

So, similarly, [the Mother] will speak to Raphael and ensure that the healing, in every aspect, is going to be addressed. So, we as archangels know what our role is.

Uriel is charged with anchoring enough inspiration and planting enough of the energy of the future to create that bridge, to bring light where there has been
darkness. The imagery I give to you is with philosophy and the cave, (1) and humanity has been in the cave looking at the shadows and believing it to be reality for a very long time. So Uriel brings you out of the cave.

Then, she turns, as an administrator, still, and she collaborates — note what I say, ‘collaborates’ — with Sanat Kumara, with your beloved Raj (mine too, as well) because he is charged with the unfoldment of this plan for Earth and for humanity. …

Now, there are allegiances and alignments. So, for example, St. Germaine tends to work very closely on many projects with Archangel Raphael. And he would say, “Now, what is the connection, Michael, between you and Raphael? Because is healing not the same as finding inner peace and the expression in the outer world of peace, of non-violence, of communication, of love?”

And, yes, all of our roles overlap. That is not a problem for us. We are not tripping over one another. We do not have stringent, what you would think of as job descriptions. But we have these very broad parameters within which we work.

Now, the same is true of your star brothers and sisters. You tend still to think of levels — are they at the same level as the seraphim, as the archangels? No. But they are part of that alignment. They are living in the higher realm, the dimensions.

They have made that alignment with love, with peace, with healing. And so their mission and purpose have become to spread that love and that service to others, and their primary mission at this point in time, in this universe, in this reality, as we are talking about Ascension, is to Gaia and to humanity.

Everybody is collaborating. No, not by memo, but telepathically, energetically. It is like the finest ballet, or the sweetest orchestra. The symphony is heard throughout the universe. And when there is a single discordant note — and normally that comes from humanity — it is addressed immediately. (2)

Footnotes


What Do the Galactics Look Like?

Purported Depiction of SaLuSa of Sirius
What do you look like?

SaLuSa: Beings like us are very similar to you. (1)

Damur: Our species [Antarian] is very tall and we have a lean body structure. Our craniums are larger than yours. We have large eyes and very small mouths. We do not have ears but have small indents in our skulls where your ears are. Since we communicate without speech, our bodies have adapted to a point where we require none.

We have small narrow nostrils although we have no nose. We do not have bodily hair and our skin is very light. Our skulls have bony appearing ridges on either side. (2)

SaLuSa: Along with the Pleiadians and Venusians we are very much like you in appearance.

After all, you are genetically linked with us and we have more in common than you might imagine. Many of you are aware of other humanoid forms, and these are simply variations that are more suited to the different planetary conditions.

Bodies are vehicles that house your soul for the duration of your time in any one environment. Soon yours will change again, as you move into the higher vibrations and indeed for some of you they have already begun. (3)

SHGF: Our form, dear Friends, is quite similar to yours. We are as tall, or taller, than you. Many Pleiadeans, Andromedans and Lyrans, for example, are of the same general height as you, while Sirians, Arians and those from Perseus are generally taller.

Males are usually over 7 feet (2.13 meters) tall while females are usually more than 6 foot 4 inches (1.93 meters). Their height is counterbalanced by their perfectly formed physiques. (4)

SaLuSa: [Later] outer appearances will not concern you, as in the future you will recognize all souls through their energy signature which will be similar to your own. (5)

Footnotes

How do you differ from us?

SaLuSa: You might ask if we too have had experiences similar to yours. The answer is not necessarily as there are many paths that lead to Ascension, and they do not all include the cycle of duality. (1)

SaLuSa: We of the Galactic Federation have not all evolved along the same path as you. However we can gain an understanding of your experiences through tapping into your consciousness. It clearly helps us to work in harmony with you, if we can respond as one who can resonate with your experiences. (2)

SaLuSa: We do not experience concern in the way you do, as we have the ability to adjust to any changes quite easily and no challenge is beyond us. It is simply that our technological superiority lends itself quite readily to any situation. (3)

SaLuSa: As members of the Galactic Federation we are enlightened Beings. (4)

SaLuSa: We of the Star Nations are ascended Beings and have long risen above the lower emotions, and we tell you so that you know it is achievable. (5)

SaLuSa: At our dimensional level we have long overcome the need for karma, and if we make the wrong choices we recognize them and make amends immediately. For us personal relationships are based on love and respect for each other. We recognize our Oneness with all that is, and acknowledge the divine essence that all life carries.

Our caution concerns decisions that are made that affect many souls, such as our involvement with your future. The outcome is not always clear, but based on our experience and ability to read the future probabilities we are confident that little can go wrong. When an advanced civilization intervenes with one that is still evolving, much care is necessary to ensure that it does not interfere with their path of evolution. (6)

Our relationship to you is based upon our love for you. (7)
We will one day soon welcome you on board our ships. They are alive with the higher vibrations of love, and visitors seldom want to leave the harmony, joy and happiness that they feel all around. Unlike Earth there is no negativity or lower vibrations, as we have moved far beyond them. It is possible to create such conditions on Earth, except that you have forgotten who you truly are, and your creative powers to change the existing vibrations. It is understood by us that you face immense opposition to bringing love fully into being, but as you know there is a Divine Plan of which we are an integral part that will achieve it in readiness for Ascension. (8)

Footnotes


(2) Ibid., April 20, 2009.


(4) Loc. cit.


(7) Ibid., March 18, 2009.


What is your family life like?

Damur of Antares: We have a family structure and our lifespan can be thousands of years. The female of our species work alongside the males in their chosen profession. There are educators for the children and they are housed together. We have a deep family bond and spend time together when we are not working. The family unit is very strong.

We travel to other planets for vacation and sometimes take a working vacation while our family engages in sightseeing or recreational activities. Knowing about how other civilizations live, we are blessed with choices when we take vacation time. (1)

How do you exchange information?

Damur of Antares: Our education and information systems deal with holographic technology. You have words, images and numbers in your records. When information is transmitted to us, it is sent as a beam of light energy and received by our higher brain. All the information is received simultaneously and integrated instantly. So, you can see that we are quick learners!

We are also able to view a holographic image and all the information contained within the image is received and immediately integrated. In other words, we understand instantly. We are able to utilize all of our brain capacity. (1)

Footnotes


How long are your missions?

Ker-on of Venus: We can if required travel to the outer limits of space, and inter-dimensional journeys make it possible in the shortest time. We can spend the equivalent to many of your lifetimes aboard our ships, as we do not age and can retain our present body for 1000 years or so if necessary. It may sound strange, but the Motherships in the Galactic Federation are really like floating cities in Space. They can cater for all of our needs and we want for nothing. (1)

Adamu: [The Pleiadian civilization is] one of many races of beings that are space-bound. That is we have ships that can traverse the vast distances of space. (2)

Footnotes


When will Disclosure Be?
Do you know when the Disclosure of your presence will come?

Matthew Ward: Some time ago God relieved fleet commanders of the responsibility of determining when your world is ready to peacefully meet members of other civilizations—they don’t want to cause chaos and they don’t want to be killed. When God knows that everyone’s safety can be assured, He will tell the commanders “Now.” (1)

Ashtar through Suzy Ward: If I did, I’d shout it from your rooftop! Not really, but we certainly would tell your leaders so it could come from official sources before numbers of us show up in our “native” bodies.

It’s like Matthew and Hatonn told you, God took charge of the timetable because only He can know when the collective psyche of your civilization is ready to welcome strangers like us. You can’t even get along with each other yet! (2)

Archangel Michael: Primarily it is the final decision of Sanat Kumara. (3)

SGGF: Now, the truly exciting part can begin. We are very close to changes in your reality that will culminate with a formal governmental disclosure.

This disclosure will allow us to come forth and explain ourselves to you. It also permits the Ascended Masters to redirect you to the truths long twisted in your many sacred texts. It will allow a great shift in how you view this world and even yourselves. This is a major event in your lives, and needs to be done correctly and divinely.

It needs to take place in a timely manner and to permit you as well to fully absorb the significance of what has happened. This will be the most all-encompassing shift that you have ever encountered. It will be a divine harbinger of a reality that most of you cannot swiftly grasp, and will require us to review these events in great detail to help you understand what is occurring. These events will start a new epoch for humanity, and will prepare you for the realm of full consciousness that you will be close to entering. This miracle is now to manifest! (4)

Matthew Ward: It was with joy that we heard about the Canadian Minister of Defense’s acknowledgement of the presence of other civilizations! It isn’t known yet how much this may affect the timing of landings and when ETs living among you will identify themselves.

Mother, please insert Hatonn’s reply to your question about this.
“As encouraging as that acknowledgement is, it’s not enough for landings tomorrow. The word we got is, you have to put your house in better order first. No one expects you to do it by yourselves—that’s why we’re here!

“Suzy, my friend, you know we aren’t going to take over your world but most people don’t. They are curious about us but not convinced that, if we landed, it would be to help. They don’t have a clue about what we’ve been doing for Earth for centuries—they’re more like, ‘Why would ETs be interested in us’?

“When they see things moving in good directions and feel more confident about what’s changing, they may not be so leery about strangers dropping in. But that Illuminati propaganda about ‘ETs may seem friendly but they’re going to enslave you’ is still making Internet rounds.

“Anyway, the bottom line is, God’s in charge. He will know when you’re ready to welcome us and then give the council the GO sign. We’re even more eager for that than you are, Suzy!” (5)

Matthew Ward: A dozen years ago [Steve Greer’s citizens’ hearing on Disclosure] was at the same venue for the same purpose. That short meeting was completely ignored by the media—not to mention, the US government—and although the recent five days of formal hearings didn’t generate headlines around the globe, it was mentioned in some press and coverage was posted on numerous Internet sites.

But the far greater significance of the week-long event is that it occurred. The Illuminati’s influence in the United States, their last stronghold, has weakened so seriously that they could not prevent it. Your governments cannot continue much longer to cover up our family’s presence, but please don’t expect to shake hands with those who are living among you or greet landing crews next week.

An official statement that other civilizations do exist—or maybe only the likelihood that they exist—would be a cautious first step, and your leaders who have been involved in announcement planning still are arguing about when will people be ready to hear this?

Those leaders don’t know that the decision is not theirs to make. In His infinitely greater wisdom, God will know when to give the GO signal to the highest universal council, and then some of the thousands of crews surrounding the planet will join you. They will add their technologies to those developed by your scientists many years ago but usurped by the Illuminati, and when you no longer need their assistance, those family members will return to their homelands. (6)

Mira the Pleiadian: We can feel that many of you still wonder about the event that’s been branded “Disclosure” and given various other names. We should say, as we have in the past, that this event is inevitable and that various things are
ongoing in this moment to help bring disclosure about in a way that doesn’t overwhelm your populace.

We should say to pay attention to the growing BRICS alliance, because among the many other agendas this alliance is adopting that the west wouldn’t yet accept, disclosure remains a behind-the-scenes concern for many world leaders who are aware of the planetary situation in more ways than one.

World leaders who you wouldn’t perhaps see as spiritually aware are still very aware of the existence and presence of your immediate Galactic family, and we couldn’t express enough that matters playing out as they’re presented by your mainstream media are nothing like you’re being told.

We note that the growing awakening taking place in the conscious public is seeing our presence generally able to be more accepted by the day in terms of the vibration your collective is situated on as a whole.

There will be a continuing focus on life beyond the Earth. This means there are openings and new truths to be told about our presence. The Earth can no longer be separate from the Oneness of all of life. This truth will be told. There will be more activity with ships and other events. It has to happen for the safety of all life on the planet. (7)

**Footnotes**


(2) Ashtar in Matthew’s Message, March 20, 2014.

(3) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon, June 16, 2011.


(6) Ibid., May 12, 2013.

(7) Mira the Pleiadian, channelled by Valerie Donner, November 7, 2013.

**What has held Disclosure back?**

Archangel Michael: The fear factor among the general populace [has made] your star family … hesitant to make themselves known because they did not wish to contribute, and will not contribute, to the mayhem and chaos upon sweet Gaia.
Now, they also did not wish to create a situation, which was very clearly threatened, where those with warheads and other offensive weapons would be targeting them.

They are not in danger of ever being annihilated by a nuclear warhead, a sound transmission, an energy, or an electromagnetic field.

But the danger has been that those nuclear warheads are being observed by humans and that that would increase the fear factor. (1)

Archangel Michael: They are making themselves more visible in real and portrayed ways. It matters not. What they are doing is readying the human populace for their presence in everyday life. (2)

Matthew Ward: Convincing Earth’s peoples not only that other civilizations are nearby, but they are there for peaceful purposes must be an orientation process to prevent mass fear and psychic shock. (3)

Mira the Pleiadian: Do we have the ground crew rounded up and paying attention to all that is happening right now on the Earth? Perk up your ears and watch your skies because there will be much more coming your way to show you that we are with you. (4)

SaLuSa of Sirius: We are so close to you now and are openly visiting your Earth - so much that most people accept our presence in your skies. Because of our highly advanced technology your weapons pose little danger to us, and many of you know that we have put many of them out of action when a threat has arisen. (5)

White Cloud through Tazjima: We wait for the moment when there are enough individuals who have raised up their own signature frequencies to allow for the coming of the galactics to your shores. We will come for we do not promise anything and then back down. If you wish confirmation of this, look in the mirror, dear ones. Many of you who now call themselves lightworkers are our kin. We are already on the surface of the planet, dressed out as human beings.

Universal Law does not allow interference with a species that is in the process of development. You have been assisted by your star kin, the angelics, the archangels and light beings by their sending their own to you in the form of your children and your selves. You are the ones that you have looked for, dear ones. There is no further need for you to look for a savior outside of your own being.

When you can rise up in frequency, you will meet us in the sky. We will come to you in our scout ships and in your dreams. We must meet at a similar plane, a
similar frequency, for it is only in this manner that we will not interfere with your sovereignty and self-mastery. (6)

The Pleiadians through Wes Annac: The Illuminati as you know them have largely accepted, been a part of and helped in the mutilations of your dear animals on the part of malevolent factions of the Zeta race, but many of the top levels of such negative (Zeta) factions currently experience a form of containment much purer than what the cabal-heads experience.

We’re working on so many different facets of the overall purging of darkness from this entire Universe.

The negatively-inclined extraterrestrial souls who were previously given more free-rein on your world than humanity may be uncomfortable accepting, by your cabals; their day in the sun has faded and many of them now experience a softening of their hearts that’ll see them increasingly-ready to embrace the Light and move into the higher echelons of consciousness, as per the ascension of the Universe.

So very much progress is being made in the realms beyond your physical understanding, and even in your physical realms you’re seeing trickles and waves of disclosure, which we’re happy to proclaim will only expand.

The revelations you’ll find will be uprooting indeed, and as we and plenty of others have in the past, we ask you with Love to prepare yourselves and to be ready to be hit with a tsunami of disclosure that will truly boggle your minds. (7)

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Nov. 11, 2015.)

(2) Loc. cit.


(5) SaLuSa, July 10, 2015.


(7) “Channeled Pleiadian Interview: Awakening to Pollution, Increasing

I’m surprised you haven’t given up.

Archangel Michael: Disclosure in terms of a formal announcement from the heads of countries? Well, I would suggest that those above and below have almost given up on that occurrence.

So they will be backed into it, if anything. The sightings, the landings, the presence that is announced will be simultaneous, in different places, in what we would say, more rural villages, all over the planet, at once...

...And they will come not to the heads of nations, but to the villages, to the people. They will come in the smaller craft. There will be an energy field, just like there is now, penetrating the planet and each of you with a soft pink glow; there will be an energy glow of the pink.

No, they’re not going to change the material of their machines, but there will be an energy field that will reassure people. And this has been done also through much of the work of having troops on the ground, understanding the variations and the frequencies of communications.

If anything, what will occur is that your star brothers and sisters will present their credentials in very small groups to, for example, the mayor of a small town or a village. Because that is the level at which they wish to connect.

It is very low key, and it is also saying to those who in fact have their feet closer to the ground, as it were, that your role in working with your village, and our value for your role, is profound.

The leaders of many nations — and we do not disrespect or dismiss them — but the leaders of too many nations that have agreed — in G8, G20 — that the star brothers and sisters are present have simply not stepped forward. So it is a more casual approach. (1)

Footnotes


Have you stepped up decloakings recently?
SaLuSa: You may have noticed that we draw much closer to you, and that is because the time to meet us is drawing nearer. Our craft are now seen more often in your skies, and we have shown for a long time now that we can be present with little fear being experienced by your people. (1)

Archangel Michael: They are making themselves more visible in real and portrayed ways. It matters not. What they are doing is readying the human populace for their presence in everyday life. (2)

Sanat Kumara: The pilots see us all the time. … This is what we mean by [a] public secret. There are very few pilots that you would talk to, in casual conversation, that would not say that they had seen an ‘unexplained flying object’ that is either accompanying them or zooming by them or that they had seen on a night approach or a day approach.

So, we are visible. It is just not overly visible. So, this is part of the quiet Disclosure until it becomes second nature. (3)

Archangel Michael: The presence of your star brothers and sisters both in the sky and on the ground is undeniable. It has been undeniable for decades! Actually, for hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of years.

But what is occurring is that their presence becomes such commonplace and announced and acknowledged that what occurs is how human beings shift...

What changes is not xenophobic. It is the shift to understanding that you are not just nationalists, or regionalists, that you do not just belong to one country, or one continent, that you are universal, that you are galactic, that how you define yourself — yes, home may be Gaia, but that you are part of a much bigger whole.

And it doesn’t come, it is not coming, in a sense of conflict or fear. Your star brothers and sisters have done their workaround very wisely, and I might say in great cooperation with us, and with you. So it does not come as an event of fear or trepidation, or even of drama. It is simply the awakening of the collective to a new and very different reality. (4)

Ashira: Obviously there are many of you who are very conscious of being “with us.” But for the general populace, [first contact] will be on the ground. It will not be, at first, the mass landing because of the powers that be that are still in flux and adjustment. But the energy fields, the adjustment of the masses is already there. The choice to love, to ascend, has already been made. So you are ready. (5)

Footnotes
Can you talk a little bit more about President Obama working with the galactics?

Archangel Michael: Let me say that your star brothers and sisters, the galactics and the inter-galactics are everywhere. And yes, they are certainly very deep within the administration not only of the United States but might we say most powerful nations, and those that you would not even deign as powerful.

So, yes, of course Obama is working with the galactics, and he has been for some time. And that partnership has been important.

Now, there have been some very rough patches, and we would be remiss if we did not mention them. But it is not yet time to discuss the fullness of those rough patches. They will come to light.

The purpose of what you think of as spying has been, yes, targeted to Illuminati or those who are not acting in the best interests of the collective, whether it is the United States, Israel, Botswana, Switzerland, Germany, Russia — it does not matter.

There are more of your star beings, your brothers and sisters on the ground than you can fathom. And one of the reasons why this approach... not only has the approach been taken to assist in this shift, it has also been taken to anchor that energy fully and completely on Gaia.
So, the vision of a fleet of starships arising, or coming across the horizon and causing fear has been circumvented. Look to the person standing next to you and look in their eyes. There is a very good chance that you are looking at one of your star brothers or sisters. (1)

Footnotes


Cannot any head of state be prodded to disclose?

Mira the Pleiadian: World leaders whom you wouldn’t perhaps see as spiritually aware are still very aware of the existence and presence of your immediate Galactic family, and we couldn’t express enough that matters playing out as they’re presented by your mainstream media are nothing like [what] you’re being told. (1)

Archangel Michael: Many of them are pro-Disclosure, and they have agreed in private conversations of meetings of nation-heads to Disclosure, but they have not proceeded. They have also allowed themselves to be influenced by military. And this is particularly true ... well, some of the more recalcitrant factors have been at work in terms of working out some of the angst and anger. So they have always had higher priorities on their agendas.

Now, your star brothers and sisters have waited hundreds and hundreds of years, as you well know. And could they wait hundreds of years longer? Yes. But you can't.

Earth, Terra Gaia, Kingdoms, are not in a position, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, physically, to wait indefinitely. And your star brothers and sisters, they came, all of them, on a mission of peace, with an olive branch of love, with technology and goods, science and culture, very rich, that they wished once again to engage with this planet in exchange and mutuality, and particularly in assisting Earth to raise — and everything upon her to raise — to the higher frequency and dimensions. So they are not willing to step back and miss the main event! (2)

Footnotes
What will happen when all is in place for Disclosure?

SaLuSa: When all is in place, you and the Earth will be ready to receive the first official visits from us, and it will be a time of celebration. Be assured that from our point of view everything is ready for our arrival, and nothing will stop it from happening. So we tell you about the wondrous future for mankind so as to boost your expectations. Of course we ask you to exercise patience, as no events will manifest until the time is perfectly right, but our promises will be kept. (1)

SaLuSa: Our plans are made and ready to be put into action, so - as you would say - once “the coast is clear” we will be able to commence our work with you immediately.

When this cover-up is lifted globally, we can start to broadcast a number of programs that are to inform you of who we are and to explain your off-planet origins. (2)

SGGF: We see this moment as a true watershed in your history. The nearly 13 millennia of a global quarantine are to end. Your mentors are to initially take the time to introduce themselves and explain in detail who you really are. (3)

SHGF: First contact constitutes a major watershed for your world. At present, the basis of your society’s understanding of itself is that humanity is unique in the scheme of creation. In this, it is just like many primitive societies which deny that they exist as part of a huge kaleidoscope of Beings of many levels of sentience. This belief in exclusivity will be ‘blown out of the water’ across the length and breadth of your planet, and your foundation myths dis-proven at a stroke by your governments’ formal announcements of our presence.

There will be no way to tiptoe around this issue, and so it is important that we have the formal support of your Ascended Masters as well. In fact, this support was obtained decades ago. In addition, we have the full backing of your Agarthan cousins. What remains now is to break the news to each of you, and this is where your new governments join in the discussion. They are to confer the global legitimacy required to relieve much of the worry that you are usually prone to concerning off-world beings. Once your governments have introduced the topic of our benevolent presence, we ourselves can proceed to explain a great many things to you. (4)
SaLuSa: Your destiny is mapped out already, and before very long you will know without doubt where your future lies. Slowly but surely our representatives upon Earth are taking up positions that will ensure success. In doing so we have been able to ensure that events are going to favour those working for the Light, whilst stemming or preventing those in opposition from interfering. Such actions are permissible now that you have sufficiently advanced to clearly indicate your intentions to follow the path of Ascension. (5)

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, May 29, 2015.

(2) Ibid., Feb. 27, 2015.

(3) Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation, channeled by Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 20, 2015. [Hereafter SHGF.]


(5) SaLuSa, November 14, 2014.

Can we expect to see a gigantic flypast over New York or galactics on the White House lawn?

Sanat Kumara: There was a decision conjunct with your star brothers and sisters and what you can think of as the Company of Heaven, the Council of Love, this side, that was undertaken, oh, in your time probably about a couple of years ago, that the wide display that you see in your night skies of all the ships, and some of you see them in the daytime as well, would not be what you can think of as a ‘grand event.’

There would not be a parade of spaceships down Main Street or on the White House lawn or on the Kremlin lawn. There would be an integration of what we have termed ‘boots on the ground’ of star beings who have come to the planet and who are integrating into your societal framework, and very diligently - for you especially Steve, this is good news - working on the anchoring of Nova Earth and Nova Being.

They are high-beam transmitters, communicators, and anchors for this energy so that there becomes, what you can think of as a new normal.

So Disclosure as a main event? No. The quiet awakening to Disclosure that we are not alone. Yes. And that is already well underway. (1)
Footnotes

How is Humanity Handling the Idea of Disclosure?
What determines when you will land in large numbers?

Galactic Federation through Blossom Goodchild: Many of you wonder why we do not step in IMMEDIATELY in order to change the wrongs into rights.

Yet there are laws that must be abided by … Universal Laws. It is not that we are waiting until the last minute … before we step in as super heroes! … Do you see? … That is not what this is all about. Yet many of you are expecting this and thinking that then everything will be alright and on you move into a better understanding … a better world.

Dearest one … yes, we have the technology that shall benefit so much in so many ways. Yes, we have means to 'have a good spring clean' … yet spiritual evolvement is not about that! We are not saying that we cannot assist. We can and we will. Yet it shall come at a time when souls of your Earth are ready to cooperate. (1)

SaLuSa: We operate at levels where you would find it difficult to work, so that together we are a formidable force for change. Nothing would delight us more than to tell you of our actions on your behalf, but it is still not the right time to reveal what we are doing.

In time you will know, and there is so much that needs putting right where your history is concerned. It doesn't matter where you look you will find the truth has been badly distorted, or even re-written to suit the ambitions of the dark Ones. They are found in all major institutions, and not always aware that they are working against the Light. You must get to know the truth as it will show you that your true selves have been repressed and enslaved, to give the impression that you were without the power to determine your own future. (2)

Matthew Ward: The progressive changes have required and will continue to require the help of extraterrestrials. Almost all of them are unknown to you except as we speak of them and, in some cases, their own messages sent forth, yet some of the strongest, most experienced light warriors in this universe are right there among you, working behind the scenes to guide the essential changes so that as many as possible of Earth's residents will accompany her into the higher planes.

This is how beloved and significant universally your planet is and how beloved and important YOU are! In keeping with universal law, it is your heartfelt desire for Earth's well being that is your invitation, your request to those civilizations for their help, but your bewilderment about how to heal the pervasive damage humankind has wrought also is part of their divine authorization to assist.
You are in charge, however, because it is your homeland and you chose to be there specifically to participate in this process. That’s why millions have been inspired to become actively involved or to monetarily support efforts to end violence and environmental destruction. (3)

SGGF: First contact is a great dividing point for your society. Before, you were a group of limited consciousness Beings who were led by a dark global alliance. This cabal is now to be replaced. In its stead a contact is to arrive and push you to the very edge of a transformation as to how you view yourselves, your world, and even how you spiritually conceive your origins. This grand watershed is to be the point where you confront your beliefs and begin to accept radically new ones. (4)

Footnotes


(2) SaLuSa, Feb. 1, 2013.


How is the human collective dealing with their fears?

Sanat Kumara: Now, for a long time there has been back and forth, back and forth, back and forth and the quotient of fear, even though there has been acknowledgement by the general populace that the majority know and accept the presence of star beings or the life on other planets or realities, dimensions, the fear factor has still been very strong.

And as you know, your star family is never, ever going to engage in the situation where it becomes so fearful that there is panic in the streets.

Now, it is not a matter of any of the various nations involved, shooting arms or bombs at your star brothers and sisters because that would be like pillow-down and so that is not an issue at all.

But the fact that nations would send bombs or arms is an issue because that would create fear and mayhem, and therefore it would not be a Welcome Party.
Now, there are many, many in positions of leadership that are already fully aware and in very close contact with the star beings. And it is [a] public secret, and I would suggest that even to most lightworkers that public secret is well known.

But your question is, “When do we get to the place?” …

Think of a child putting their hand on a hot burner. Energetically that is often what the contact between your star brothers and sisters and the general populace of humanity is like. …

So the energetic grids need to come a little closer and that is why it is individuals, increasingly, who are [going] back and forth to the ships, consciously and not, but it is getting much closer. (1)

Arcturians through Sue Lie: Third-dimensional thinking is based on time, space, separation, limitation, gender and illusion. This type of thinking brings about many fearful emotions because you are constantly on the clock of what you have to do, how far you have to go to do it, other people that you have to deal with, all the limitations that you must surmount, social gender issues, and myriad illusions.

Third-dimensional thinking lowers your consciousness and dis-allows you to perceive the amazing reality that is just beyond your limited perceptions. … Third-dimensional thinking is largely fear-based, and many fear-based emotions arise from the myriad limitations, loss of personal power and loneliness that arise from it. (2)

Arcturians through Sue Lie: Most of your emotions arise not from your physical life, but from the way you think about your life. With this realization, you can begin to catch yourself in the act of thinking in a limited, fearful, separate and/or time-bound manner. This is when you can begin to release your habit of third-dimensional thinking, and begin to allow yourself to remember your innate multidimensional thinking. (3)

Matthew Ward: Thoughts precede emotions, an infinitesimal lapse that isn’t recognized because the thought about a situation and the reaction to it seem to be simultaneous. When you perceive a situation as fearful, instantly that thought provokes the natural reaction—fearful feelings. As the thought veers into preoccupation with the situation’s possible developments, the fear feelings that follow gather force. (4)

Matthew Ward: Fear ... arises about situations you don’t have any control over, such as the long-term effects on bodies of nuclear radiation, chemtrails, vaccines and depleted uranium. That is why we have stated in previous messages that concerns about those are unnecessary because their harmful effects, which exist only at low vibratory levels, will be eradicated along with everything else of low
vibrations that cannot co-exist with fourth density’s high vibrations. (5)

Matthew Ward: Fear precludes sound reasoning, common sense, logical questioning and the will to rise up against tyranny and corruption—that is why puppets of the dark forces were able to control the peoples of Earth for many millennia. The dark ones 'feed' on the energy of fear—without it, they cannot exist! ...

Matthew Ward: Through the universal law of attraction, the energy of fearful individuals goes out into the universe and attracts matching energy; like a boomerang it returns and brings with it still more fearful circumstances for the person to deal with. (6)

Matthew Ward: It is heartening that many of you have correctly discerned that the Illuminati are using the only tactic left in their arsenal: fear. The talks about pre-emptive strikes against Iran to prevent that country’s possibility of producing a nuclear weapon; the possibility of a terrorist attack on New York City; the possibility of another devastating earthquake in Japan; the possibility that North Korea may become sufficiently menacing to cause war in Southeast Asia.

From our vantage point that permits viewing the collective consciousness, we know that few are buying into those scenarios, none of which is part of Earth’s destiny. Even those who still are slumbering insofar as understanding that these moments at hand are fast leading to Earth’s Golden Age are aiding the light by refusing to live in fear of 'possibilities.' (7)

Archangel Michael: Now humans, and, yes, we speak of the collective and we know there are always percentages, but the humans in fact are more open and more at peace within their very hearts with the idea of Star/Galactic/Intergalactic/Inter-species Beings [than they were]. (8)

Archangel Michael: The first wave, shall we say (and the first wave has already been on planet for some time), but what you think of as the first wave, are all very humanoid. So [the human collective’s] fear in terms of differentiation is not significant. (9)

SaLuSa: Because of our efforts and the Lightworkers, more and more people have an open mind where we are concerned, yet many are uncertain or even scared of the prospect of meeting visitors from other planets, and fear that we have ulterior motives. However, with the coming of the Space Age minds have been awakened to the existence of other life.

Some sources such as Science Fiction depict us as rather frightening beings that are only interested in taking over the Earth. Rest assured that no such threat exists and you are closely protected by us. At times other civilisations have ventured as far as your Earth, but we stop them from interfering with your future.
The End Times have already been determined and exist in the “Now” ready to manifest. You do not need to worry as this cycle has a “happy ending” as decreed by God. (10)

**Footnotes**


(3) Loc. cit.


(5) Loc. cit.


(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Nov. 11, 2015.

(9) Loc. cit.

(10) SaLuSa, November 14, 2014.

**What are your thoughts on our reactions to you?**

Sanat Kumara: Are you at a stage, and I’m talking now of humanity not particular individuals, … where you are reactive or is it neutral? Is it investigative? Is it an opening? Is it excitement–let us see? Or is it ‘us or them’?

Is it ‘they are superior’? 'They are bringing superior technology? Therefore we are going to be enslaved.'

Or is it reactive that ‘they are better than us. We better protect ourself.’

That has been some of the thinking, if you want to call it that, that has gone into the divine decision-making process. (1)
Ashira: We are not asking nor are we waiting for all of you to be saints, to be living completely in the Divine qualities. We are not waiting for Ascension, but there are certain vibrations that need to be compatible. And it’s a Love vibration. Now I don’t mean romantic love, or even familiar love. But there does need to be a vibration of Love that is high enough so that we can meet in the middle.

It is more than just that we abhor violence, nastiness, greed – we’re working on your control issues. If there is one thing that we are truly working on your recalcitrant groups on, it is control. (2)

Our Universal Family: There’s still work to be done before the collective vibration reaches the point of being able to align with ours. (3)

Our Universal Family: The understanding has been fabricated in humanity that there’s no conscious Life in what you’ve seen as “space” that’s been discovered, and your perception of extraterrestrials has largely been shaped and molded by the television and movies you’ve been given for decades of your time.

When humanity understands that myriad evolved humans and energy beings exist around your planet and are peaceful and harmonious in nature, seeking to spread such harmony to your planet, the fabricated mindset of “evil alien invaders” can diminish and you can understand us for who we are at heart.

Individuals comprising what’s been referred to as the cabal work rigorously against humanity’s undistorted understanding of your star family, because like incarnate souls who’ve seen the Light and worked to awaken your populace, we have much to give and spread that’ll vastly improve your understanding and quality of Life.

When the collective is unified and the differences between you no longer feed division and hatred, you’ll be much more easily able to accept our presence and the general influence of the lower vibrations will diminish. (4)

The Pleiadian High Council: The rising collective energy levels … are becoming more allowing of our presence and a widespread understanding of it, in every moment.

Every soul around you is beginning to awaken and find understandings of the higher dimensions in their own ways, and it’s for this reason that when the disclosure of our existence and wish to assist your planet does hit your mainstream, those around you who would’ve otherwise been startled or overwhelmed in a very large way by disclosure will find themselves more easily able to take everything in and adjust to the new reality that will be disclosed to them.
This is largely why the disclosure of our existence and presence around your planet has been stalled as it has; as we’ve worked carefully to avoid collective panic concerning the revelation of our existence and the fact that such existence has been largely covered-up by many of your governments and world leaders for quite some time. (4)

The Pleiadians: In this very moment, ... we’re still unable to make bold contacts without following a set of procedures and guidelines regarding such contacts, and without making the contacts “just right” in the amount of exposure they’re given to other Earthly souls who may not be as comfortable seeing the phenomenon that is our ships in your skies, as an awakening Earthly soul who requests such a sighting. (5)

Jesus through John Smallman: You are not alone. Assistance is pouring in from the spiritual and Galactic realms in response to your prayers for help, and those who would suppress the world populace for their own selfish agendas are no longer able to maintain either the authority they unlawfully gathered unto themselves, or the support of the enforcement agencies they built to suppress those they would control. (6)

Ashira: When you have come, we have had an agreement that we would come and support you, much like your Guides, your Guardian Angels, except we are Galactics and Intergalactics. We are here to support you. What you can do for us is ‘be the truth of who you are’. You are the Masters.

This isn’t just some ragtag group from the far reaches of the Multiverse that decided to come together. You are the chosen of the Mother. You are the Creators. You are the benefactors of Gaia. You are the ones that have said, “I will not allow her to be killed. I will not allow her to be maimed and destroyed.”

And we hear your cries, whether it is over nuclear waste in the oceans, or fracking, or chemtrails, and we are working with you – yes unseen – to clean that up, but you are the ones that have come to re-build and create Nova Earth. That is the gift that you are giving us. (7)

Footnotes


What needs to happen for Disclosure to occur?

Arcturians through Sue Lie: As you move into your higher states of consciousness you no longer see yourself as a person. You see yourself as a collective of humanity, then you see yourself as a national consciousness and that’s why nations are going through their throes of battling their darkness.

And as more and more nations battle their darkness, then this national consciousness moves into a planetary consciousness and as a planetary consciousness sweeps through Gaia, then we will be able to land. (1)

Footnotes


Are you hoping the pilots who regularly see you will say: “We’ve been seeing them for years”?

Sanat Kumara: That is correct. So, there are certain groups of people that are being honed to be the voice of quiet and calm and the pilots are one of them and the entire staff that work particularly on airlines.
So that is the divine decision regarding Disclosure. But I encourage you, my brothers and sisters. Go quiet, call your star brothers in. Meet with them. Talk to them. Visit the ships one by one, but your time is close. (1)

**Footnotes**


**Is it necessary for you to land to be here in the physical?**

Ashira: Oh no. … There are a number of Reception Chambers that are built for this, but we can either send our particles [that will be rearranged] or use the smaller ships. … It happens all the time. (1)

**Footnotes**


**Are there galactics currently living on Earth?**

Archangel Michael: The landing crew, if you want to think of it in that way, has already been installed in every area of the planet. In every sector, in every city, in every nation so in both institutional, societal, financial, legal, leadership, political [positions] they are already situated.

Now they come, very low-key, very unassuming and yet they are well-positioned and they are having phenomenal impact on the various segments of society that they are working with.

[With] the energetics that they carry - and they are coming in two’s and threes (no one is assigned alone by the way) - they are setting the stage for a broader understanding but by and large it will be person to person to person to person.

It is not intended to be a grand disclosure. The efforts that have been made by your star family often in terms of sightings of ships, identification of ships, sounds, and science are being in many ways ignored by those in position of power - not uniformly. You need to be clear about that as well.
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But by and large they have been ignored and so what is happening is we are taking a lower-tier implementation. Look around you, my friend! (1)

Footnotes


How are the “boots on the ground" faring?

Archangel Michael: Many of the Galactics and Inter-galactics, what we and they have referred to as the “boots on the ground,” have been recalled. They have been ill and illness is something that has never occurred to most of them, ever. So the frequency has been difficult. (1)

Galea through Linda Dillon: We have mentioned to you on prior occasion how many of our “boots on the ground” are having to travel back and forth, because the frequency of the human collective can be so chaotic, abrasive – not intentionally, but it is like sandpaper on our souls – so that we are finding ourselves having to go back and forth more than originally anticipated.

Now, that ‘back and forthing’ was not part of our original plan. We – and yes, it is important that you realise – we can overestimate and underestimate, and have to adjust our plan as well. And yes, I have had permission from our Lord Ashira, our Commander, and from the Intergalactic Council to talk of these things, because we never wish to hold ourselves out as some form of advanced species that always get everything right!

We are in this evolving unfoldment with you. Do we have different frequencies? And that is what I wish to speak of this day. Yes, we do have different frequencies, but there are times when we have to adjust our plans as well.

So, to finish my point was that originally we felt that we would have more and more of our ‘people’ – if you wish to call them that – upon the ground: science people, healing people, teaching people, what you would think of as technology or science people. We had a whole array; it is not simply one segment of our fleets that we send to Earth. But there has been adjustment and more back and forth than originally anticipated.

But we are not settling for that. Our goal – and that is why I speak of this, this day – is for us to be able to be upon beloved Gaia, is for you to be able to visit with us on board many, many ships on a regular basis. Is there adjustment, attunement, modification that has need to take place? Yes.
Now the good news is those modifications are not of technology or science. We are fully capable of engaging in what you think of as Earth’s atmosphere, your reality, without a problem. In fact, in the past week, we have dropped over three ships plus support teams into Earth’s atmosphere. So we would suggest that you keep your eyes and ears open, because what we are doing is a bit of a test-run.

(2)

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, 2015 April 24.


How would we recognize them?

Archangel Michael: Look to the person standing next to you and look in their eyes. There is a very good chance that you are looking at one of your star brothers or sisters. (1)

Ashira: Let us tell you how you see us. We have made sure, regardless of the humanoid form that we are adopting, that we have what we would call ‘stars in our eyes’ – that there are pinpricks and starbursts of light in our eyes.

We are kind, we are gentle – strong, but gentle, considerate. You won’t discover one of your Star brothers and sisters pushing in front of you at the Grocery! They may yield their place and engage you in conversation. So this is how you know us.

We are often – usually, actually – tall. (2)

Footnotes


When are people going to be able to go up to the ships?

Sanat Kumara: It is already underway. Let us talk about this. First of all let us talk about the ships and the galactics and inter-galactics and even the human range of participation in what you think of as this human and starseed and actual star-being families.

Many of you are already on-board ship, most of you at night but some of you are in the full engagement because really you’re first mission is on board ship.

So what you are really saying to me is ‘when and, yes, I know exactly who you speak of, when will I consciously be on-board ship?’

And for those of you who are very engaged and that part of your mission is acting as emissaries, ambassadors, translators, beacons, anchors for your star brothers and sisters, you say, “Well when will that begin? When will I be doing and engaging in the fullness of my mission?”

The vibration, the compatibility quotient, think of it that way, the compatibility, energetic quotient, match, compliment, is much closer than it has been. (1)

Footnotes


How do you determine if an individual or group is ready and willing to make contact?

Ashira: With individuals it is very simple because we can scan your energy field and we know a couple of things. One – is there any fear frequency that will be destructive or detrimental to your physical or mental or emotional being to have contact with us? A scanning of an individual is very simple.

The other thing is – what will you do with the information once you have contact? And the third, which we have been working on a great deal, particularly through our communications project is – is your vibration, the individual’s vibration – and this is true for the group as well – but is the individual’s vibration going to be detrimental to us?

So, for example, we would not be at this point engaging with those who have enormous fears or concerns or control agendas...
I don’t need names and addresses – we have very good tracking systems. What we track … well, there are two things actually. We do the scanning of the individual, but think of it this way: you look like a pinprick of bright Light on the grid. And while we are at it, so do your houses, your apartments, your office buildings.

It is phenomenal how, when the Love, the acceptance, the work, the energy – not saying that there is never any trauma or tribulation – yes there is, but you are learning to deal with this and it shows up. We don’t need a GPS – we have one installed already! (1)

Footnotes

The Galactic Contribution
How long have you been watching over Earth?

Saan and the Arcturian Councils: We of the Arcturian Councils seek to help you all understand the pure signatures of Love being sent your way by various beings and collectives in the higher dimensions, and we recognize that plenty of souls on your Earth still have trouble believing in the reality of our communications or the fact that we exist and wish to assist you along your evolution.

Despite the disbelief in much of your collective surrounding our existence, we’ve been with you since the days of your societies of Atlantis and Lemuria, and indeed, even far before. We’ve walked your planet with each one of you, and we’ve worked to actively assist in your ordained evolution.

We, like so many others, have given ourselves fully to the restoration of your dearest Earth and to the ascension of this Universe.

One of our biggest aims in connecting with humanity is to make you aware of and assist you along your aforementioned collective evolution. (1)

Pleiadian High Council: We’ve been known about for far longer than even many awakening souls yet know or understand, and we’ve always been around your planet in mass numbers, helping you dear souls to evolve in the various civilizations you’ve Created.

We’ve helped to lead your evolution in subtle and bold ways, and we’ve helped each of you to reach personal strides in regards to your garnering of awareness and enlightenment. Our aim is to assist and to offer the Love that we’re blessed with feeling and that we dearly wish for every one of you to be able to feel again, for this Love is truly grand and wondrous to behold. (2)

SanJAsKa: Just as other souls from the higher realms have, we’ve worked with many of you quite exponentially in the past and specifically, those of you who find yourselves attracted to our communications and our vibrations have been companions of ours in the past, as we’ve worked to uplift various planets and civilizations. (3)

Footnotes


(2) "The Pleiadian High Council: We’ll Help Expand Upon the Teachings of your
What have you protected us from?

SaLuSa: The Galactic Federation of Light is not in any way a military set up, but within the Universe there are forces that we need to protect ourselves against. They are mostly the dark Ones of the Reptilian group, but we hasten to add that there are others of peaceful intent.

In your Galactic history there are many stories of mighty wars between civilizations. However, that era has passed and peace has been declared between the warring factions, and part of our duty is to ensure it is kept.

On your Earth there is still evidence of their visits, but they are not always recognized for what they are and ignored because it does not fit in with your accepted version of history. In fact much of your history is fiction and bears little resemblance to the truth. These are areas that we shall address, as it is important that the facts are known. (1)

Archangel Michael: Now, are there things that you will never know of that we do override, places where we do intercede and intervene? Every single moment, of every single hour, of every single day, as you measure it and as we measure it.

But because you are not cognizant of the overrides, nor do you need to be, because you don’t see them as yet, you will soon, you think that we are doing nothing.

We have prevented nuclear devastation. We have prevented global disintegration. We have prevented wars and mayhem. We have prevented tidal waves. We have prevented or softened earthquakes.

We have prevented or shifted human interest and beliefs, not overriding free choice but exposing billions, all at once, to accept a new idea. And you are seeing that. You are seeing it in the acceptance of humanity of your star brothers and sisters, of the angelic realm, of star technology that is in the homes of every person pretty much. And so, you think that we are not doing things, you think that your star brothers and sisters are not doing things, but in fact we are. …

The old, which does not serve, cannot proceed. So it is limping along while this greater, shall we say undercover [operation?], but, manifesting in different ways, reorganization is taking place. It is true in China. It is true in the Middle East. It is true in Russia. It is true in the EEC.
So there is much taking place. It looks like stalemate because it is. Now everyone is saying it's because this party or that party will not give in. And that is true. Because what you are seeing is none of the old ways of what people think of as politics and the operation of government, the expression of politics, works. So it has literally ground to a halt. So that it can emerge like the phoenix, dear heart. (2)

Jeshua through Wes Ann: Your cabals previously thought themselves able to solely run your world because of the extent to which your planet was quarantined, but your collective freewill hasn’t stopped the Company of Heaven from intervening in smaller ways and seeing to it that the playing field is fair as you go about your collective ascension. (3)

SGGF: Our liaisons report that several groups, which comprise our Earth allies, are moving to push the dark cabal and its minions from power.

Included in these projects are the means to exponentially expand a nation-by-nation common law network, and projects, which tie this network into a means to forge new governance around your globe.

The prosperity projects are also readying the delivery systems that are to be the basis for declaring NESARA to come into effect. As these events get ready to surface, we are preparing to put a formal stop to an international conspiracy that has made the spraying of “chemtrails” a nearly daily occurrence. The Agarthan liaisons are also busy informing the various dark cabal leadership groups that their vile objectives are to be ended in a slew of mass arrests. (4)

Pleiadians: We Pleiadians have helped to deactivate nuclear warheads and other destructive weaponry, the detonation of which is far outside of humanity’s freewill parameters, and we’ve stationed ourselves in your skies along with the Sirians and Andromedans to cleanse and heal the bulk of pollution manifested. (5)

Mike Quinsey: The “silent war” over who controls the Earth and its people is coming to an end very soon, and you will be relieved to know that the threat hanging over your heads has been removed. To be prisoners on your own planet would have been bad enough, but plans had been made to drastically reduce the population. Some of you have learnt who is responsible and in time all will be revealed to everyone so that you understand what had been planned for your future.

No doubt many will wonder how and why such circumstances can arise, and be assured that in time you will informed of your true history. Bear in mind that through their many incarnations, all souls have shared responsibility for the ultimate conditions that you have experienced. ...
The dark Ones used the opportunity to imprison you on your own planet. Their ultimate aim was to control the Human Race, take away their freedom and reduce the population to a manageable size. Having insidiously worked for many years to keep you in a state of “lack” and hiding the truth from you, they have left you in a time warp where progress has virtually stopped.

However, the Hierarchy of Light have kept a constant watch over you all and ensured that matters did not get out of control. Your future had already been decided upon and through their efforts and the loyalty of Light Beings upon Earth who have overcome the challenges given them, they have risen above the negativity and set out a path to Ascension that can be joined by any soul that has lifted its vibrations. (6)

Footnotes


(6) Mike Quinsey, June 17, 2016.

You’ve created a protective ring around us, have you not?

SaLuSa: We police your Solar System to keep out intruders and other Beings who are curious about your existence. In fact many still monitor your activities as your presence is attracting a lot of attention.

As far as possible we have kept other Beings away from Earth, so as not to allow interfere with your evolution. Those that are allowed to contact you are karmically involved with you and are largely responsible for assisting you through different stages of your cycle. (1)

SaLuSa: You may be sure that no intrusion or attempts by others to interfere with your progress [towards Ascension] will be allowed. As we have mentioned
before, the Earth is quarantined but also being protected by many Starships, in such a manner that you are assured of completing your journey quite safely. (2)

SaLuSa: Our presence around your Earth is your assurance that all will work to your satisfaction, and we will not allow the dark Ones opportunities to delay matters any longer. Their activities are being closely monitored all of the time, and we have the authority to intervene if necessary. Because we can see the larger picture we can pre-empt any attempt to create difficulties that will delay your evolution, or progress along your chosen path. (3)

SaLuSa: We continue to remove the dark forces that have been using bases on your Earth for a very long time. They are not allowed to stay any longer, and have no place in the Ascension process.

Their existence so far has mainly been a legacy from several thousand years ago, and the evidence still remains in your recorded history. As many of you know, in recent times the Greys were allowed to reside upon Earth by agreement with your U.S. government, but these must also leave. (4)

Mira the Pleiadian: We have special protective shields that we use when external events could occur. These shields are powerful devices that protect the Earth and humanity. Any unwelcome space interference is also stopped with these energies. We also have to use them against what humanity does or tries to do to itself.

Our technology is substantially more advanced than the devices that are present on the Earth. This is not to brag but to reassure you that we can handle potential mishaps if they occur.

You are precious to us and so is the planet. We have to be prepared for any potential circumstance. That is why we guard you and watch you closely. (5)

SaLuSa: Just think for a moment how, as visitors to your Earth, we are maligned and deliberately shown as monsters bent on enslaving you and stealing your lands. We are described as 'aliens' when in fact we are your true family and have never lifted as much as a finger against you in anger.

Any such activities against you are not by members of the Galactic Federation of Light, but by other Extraterrestrials or by your own forces. It is of course all done to make you fearful of us, and is not helped by some religious groups who claim we are devils. We would ask that you wait until we can walk amongst you and then you will feel our auric emanations, and know that we come in Love and Light. (6)

Footnotes
You’ve been preventing the hostile use of nuclear weapons, have you not?

Matthew Ward: Concerns about countries developing, modernizing or expanding nuclear capabilities have prompted questions about our assurance that there won’t be a nuclear war—if not by intention, what about a rash reaction to faulty communication or some accident?

The assurance we gave, which covers the realm of possibilities, comes from Creator. Souls have been damaged by nuclear explosions in space, and in decreeing that never again will that happen, Creator made this sole exception to Its gift of free will: Anyone who attempts such an explosion will be prevented from succeeding.

In this universe God authorized all spiritually and technologically advanced civilizations to cause detonation failure of nuclear warheads on launched missiles, and on behalf of Earth alone, this has been accomplished about a dozen times. (1)

The Arcturians through Sue Lie: We have … taken away your dangerous toys (turned off all nuclear weapons) to give you more time to remember your SELF. (2)

SaLuSa: Although we have not been allowed to stop all wars, we have put a stop to nuclear devices being used to start a Third World War. We have stopped the total destruction of Earth on a number of occasions since the end of your last World War, and have succeeded in ensuring you are all here today to witness the end of the last cabal. (3)

Matthew Ward: By Creator’s law that governs life in this universe, never are lighted beings allowed to interfere with the free will decisions of any persons. This includes even our personal family members living on Earth who are tending
toward decisions that will incur heavy hardships they didn't choose in their soul contracts.

The only exception to that law of honoring free will is Creator's own - it cannot be used to start a nuclear war. In accordance with Earth's free will decision made immediately after "9/11," no other major terrorism effort can succeed. In both cases, it is God's responsibility to prevent all such attempts. He has authorized civilizations with preventive technology to comply with those mandates, and they have done so successfully on more than a dozen occasions. (4)

**Footnotes**


(3) SaLuSa, Jan. 25, 2013.


**Are the galactics still allowing other interference from the dark?**

SaLuSa: We are fully engaged in keeping the dark Ones in check as they try to make their last attempts to disrupt our plan. We are always one step ahead of them and know when they are planning to create havoc. (1)

Archangel Michael: The Galactic forces have made it very clear that they will brook no interference at this time. …

Governments and military forces that would wish to engage in what they would call defensive/offensive manoeuvres, have been clearly, we use the word "warned", that such actions and behaviours will not be permitted.

So there is, if we can say the word, an “accord” - that is the word that is used by those on planet and those of the Intergalactic Counsel - that there will be no defensive/offensive manoeuvres.

Because there is an absolute knowing, in what you would term as the powers that be, that your friends come in peace, harmony, bearing gifts of science, technology, healing. And healing - immediate healing - of as what you can think of as the seven major diseases of Earth. (2)

SGGF: We have some wonderful news from our many earthly allies.
Until recently, our ships have been under attack by the secret spacecraft of the US, Canada, Great Britain and Germany. These craft are in reality just a nuisance and we cannot wait for these dark pests to be finally grounded. Over the past Gregorian year, we have begun to station bigger craft in near-Earth orbit. These ships are able to more deeply monitor how Gaia's surface is changing. (3)

SaLuSa: Now that they realise their time is nearly up, their thoughts have turned to escaping the consequences of their acts. However, there is no realistic chance of that happening. They will find that their escape routes are being blocked, and they will suffer the consequence of their actions.

We are not referring to man's idea of retribution, but encouragement and help to return to the Light. Rarely do souls turn their back on an opportunity to change their ways, but if not they are the makers of their own destiny and their life ending. (4)

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, Feb. 27, 2015.

(2) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Nov. 11, 2015.

(3) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation Update, as received by Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 13, 2015.

(4) SaLuSa, ibid. Those who refuse the light may find themselves unable to live in the higher vibrations. They'll die of "natural causes" like heart attacks, cancer, etc.

Have you been protecting us from chemtrails?

Pleiadian High Council: As many of you know, we've been working to mitigate and help cleanse the chemtrails being sprayed in your skies. Even in the areas experiencing the heaviest of chemical skies and thick trails, we're cloaked offering our assistance in an overall effort to help cleanse the vibrations of Gaia's atmosphere. (1)

Archangel Michael: Chemtrails are not a reality. And again, there are a couple of situations where there are attempts for chemtrails to be dispersed, but in fact these are being immediately transmuted — again, by your star brothers and sisters.

The resources, the real gifts of Gaia — which is, of course, the Earth, the air, the water, the light, the sun — are being restored, and they are also being protected.
So, even when it is appearing that it looks like a chemtrail, simply know that there are elements that have been diffused into these.

So the danger — that is really the question — there are a couple, literally, of situations, companies, that are dispersing chemtrails. It is not a normal practice any longer, and when they are released, even as they are being released, they have already been infused with codes and elements that are not known or available on Earth. So it is not happening. (2)

Saan and the Arcturian Councils: You'll be able to use energetic transmutation to mitigate and cleanse the bulk effects from the pollution that's been manifested and fed for so long, and the Pleiadians and Sirians especially take to stationing themselves in your skies already to perform what, to your collective, would seem to be very advanced and intricate healing and cleansing jobs.

Chemtrails specifically are still being sprayed in many places on your world, and this is in part because your collective is intended to garner awareness of what’s being sprayed as your cabals step up their efforts to spray your skies in increasingly bold ways.

They’ve taken a great many measures to pollute your skies with chemtrails and chemical skies, and to an awakening soul who wouldn’t understand the presence of the Pleiadians, Sirians and the rest of us around your planet or the mitigation efforts we help perform which aren’t directly noticeable in the physical, this could seem to be a desperate or fear-inducing situation.

However, beyond the pollution we allow to be manifested because we seek not to “do the work” for you, we are indeed cleansing the bulk of what would otherwise come about because of chemtrails. (3)

Archangel Michael: Any release of substance has been neutralized for a while. So, yes, this is part of the unseen work that is being done by your star brothers and sisters and by Gaia herself.

So what may appear to be chemtrails are simply different formations. Nothing is taking effect. …

Chemtrails are in the same category … well, perhaps more vicious and violent, more assertive and aggressive … as the pollution of your oceans, your lakes, your rivers. And these are being neutralized one by one by one. …

So know this and know that is being taken care of. (4)

Footnotes
How are you protecting Gaia?

Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: It is vital that Gaia be saved from a daily onslaught of innumerable surface human companies that seek to exploit her many resources. These earthly resources are really the source for many items which help to maintain her numerous and diverse ecosystems. Our scientists daily monitor these developments and do what they can to maintain a degree of stability.

There is a natural mechanism provided by Heaven that enables Gaia to make the extraction of these resources more and more difficult. This is the cause behind many of the mining and construction disasters, which develop from time to time on your world. The introduction of a number of presently sequestered technologies can greatly reduce the possibilities for such disasters. (1)

SanJAsKa: We are constantly in your skies, helping to mitigate and in some cases, neutralize altogether, the pollution that is continually manifested and [found] on your dearest Earth.

The cabals have quite purposely taken to harming Gaia by way of polluting Her ground, skies, waterways and atmosphere and as such, we take to stationing ourselves in dearest Gaia’s sky so that we can send out formulas and energies that help in the mitigation of the negative affects the massive pollution being fed would otherwise have.

In so many areas of your world the cabals have established refineries, mills and other things that are intended to produce commodities and foods on your Earth, but that pollute Her surface and atmosphere drastically.
We ask for the collective of humanity to begin getting as active as you possibly can in raising awareness of the massive pollution that is being fed, because as a collective you can truly get so much more accomplished than you would readily believe.

Your collective power is quite strong indeed, which is why you have been kept separated for so very long. (2)

Matthew Ward: Your planet could have not survived any more assaults of the negativity being continuously generated by human brutality to each other, to the animal and plant kingdoms or to the physical body of Earth. All wars and other violence, famine, disease, ruthless leaders, environmental destruction and economic strangulation have been instituted by the influence of the dark forces.

Relief from all the suffering caused by these conditions was essential or your planet would die. Over half a century back in your counting, Earth had reached that point of damage to her body and soul. She had the choice of her soul ascending and allowing her planetary body to die, or surviving intact. Her soul chose to survive in its physical planetary form, but in her greatly weakened condition due to the extent of trauma she had long suffered, she could not do it without massive assistance.

Light beings of extraterrestrial civilizations responded to her cry for help, and among these countless souls who have come to her rescue are those who have been working with diligence and dedication to the reforms embodied in NESARA. (3)

So you see, it is by Earth's quest for help that these beings, in conjunction with Earth humans, are performing their various missions on and off-planet to get this vast, vital program underway to rejuvenate physical Earth and enlighten and uplift her people. (4)

Mira the Pleiadian: You know that we monitor all conditions on the planet. We focus our energies where they are most needed. We are extremely busy right now and have called in additional help. We are employed where there are wars and fighting.

We would end all conflict on the planet if this would be allowed. We cannot do this since humanity created this discordance it must learn its lessons to make the necessary changes.

If necessary and things become so unstable that they are a threat to the survival of the Earth, drastic measures will be taken. We have put various perpetrators on notice. We work with various beings all around the planet. We know what is going on and we are aware of their devious plans. (5)
Mira the Pleiadian: We have special protective shields that we use when external events could occur. These shields are powerful devices that protect the Earth and humanity. Any unwelcome space interference is also stopped with these energies. We also have to use them against what humanity does or tries to do to itself.

Our technology is substantially more advanced than the devices that are present on the Earth. This is not to brag but to reassure you that we can handle potential mishaps if they occur. (6)

Mira the Pleiadian: We also use our technology to monitor the Earth and where help could be necessary. We have the ability to actually look within the Earth and see and feel what the Earth is feeling. We can also tell when the Earth is getting ready to release negative energies far before events occur. We use this information to stabilize energies or prepare for certainties before the release of energies. It is the Creator’s intention and the Earth’s intention to protect life as much as possible. (7)

Footnotes


(3) NESARA stands for National Economic and Security Reformation Act, passed by the American Congress in the year 2000 but never proclaimed. NESARA sets out the parameters of the new forms of government, the new economy, the new military, new taxes, debt relief, etc.


If the galactics had not neutralized depleted uranium, would the planet have died?
Archangel Michael: Let me explain. It is not just that [Gaia] would have died. It would have been that her will to continue on would not have been there. …

Yes, that serious. (1)

Matthew Ward: Fear also arises about situations you don’t have any control over, such as the long-term effects on bodies of nuclear radiation, chemtrails, vaccines and depleted uranium.

That is why we have stated in previous messages that concerns about those are unnecessary because their harmful effects, which exist only at low vibratory levels, will be eradicated along with everything else of low vibrations that cannot co-exist with fourth density’s high vibrations. All persons who accompany Earth into fourth density will be healed of the effects of those toxins and whatever other diseases and infirmities they may have. (2)

Footnotes


(2) Matthew’s Message, Feb. 1, 2012

What measures are you taking to address Fukushima?

Matthew Ward: Other health-related questions are about the “radioactive water” flowing from Japan’s Fukushima nuclear facility and the safety of food grown in the vicinity. Our space family’s few teams of four or five members each who are near the facility are working in tandem with crews in ships hovering overhead to reduce the water’s toxicity to the greatest extent possible. Their technologies are far advanced from your own, but they aren’t designed to eliminate every bit of toxicity in fruits and vegetables from areas of radioactivity, so it is sensible not to eat produce grown near the nuclear plant. (1)

Archangel Michael: [On Fukushima] There will not be a meltdown…

First of all because not only in terms of the unseen, but perhaps what you would think of as “the glimpsed,” but your star brothers and sisters are well positioned and on full alert not to allow such a disaster, an abomination of Gaia, to take place.

We have spoken before how there would not be a further incidence of what you think of as nuclear war, but from our perspective, and from your star brothers’ and sisters’ perspective, this would be tantamount to the same type of action. So this will not take place. (2)
What are some of the healing gifts you’ll be bringing?

Archangel Michael: Your friends come in peace, harmony, bearing gifts of science, technology, healing. And healing - immediate healing - of as what you can think of as the seven major diseases of Earth.

And those are cancer, all auto-immune deficiencies, including viral inflammations, Parkinson’s, ALS [Lou Gehrig Disease], Hodgkin’s, Ebola - this of course includes HIV and AIDS - Alzheimer’s, dementia because those are different ends of the spectrum, but also leprosy, all breathing deficiencies and a plethora more. (1)

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, on Nov. 11, 2015.

What sequestered technology will you make available to us?

Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: Once we land en masse, we intend to furnish you with an entirely new technology that is to set your sciences and associated dominant philosophies on their respective ears! (1)

SaLuSa: You are firmly in the early stages of the New Age. Much work has to be carried out to remove vestiges of the old ways, and introduce the New Age benefits. (2)

SGGF: Once we land en masse, we intend to furnish you with an entirely new technology that is to set your sciences and associated dominant philosophies on their respective ears! (3)

SHGF: At the end of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a number of incredible inventions started to appear and were ridiculed by the dark’s newspapers and magazines.
Shortly after that, these initial discoveries disappeared. During the course of the twentieth century, many such devices were likewise ‘stolen’ and then sequestered by the cabal. A gradual reversal of this process is now ready to occur. Already a number of people have come forward with ‘rediscoveries.’ These devices are a precursor to what is to come.

In your world there are many remarkable individuals who are slowly creating the basis for a new science founded upon the advanced consciousness that is quickly altering your physical selves. These changes and their resultant realities are allowing you to witness this new renaissance and to see how miraculous your future truly is! (4)

SaLuSa: Many of these already exist but have been held back until the right time arrives when they can be announced. You already have a vision of what they are and they will provide you with advances on many fronts such as transportation. You will be propelled into a future that will overcome the need to use up the Earth’s resources. (5)

SanJAsKa: The cleansing we’re performing for your ground, skies and waters is scientific and healing-based in nature, and we’re able to perform such cleansing on an advanced level compared to what’s performed on your Earth in this moment, because of our understanding of the necessity of merging science and spirituality.

The division of science and spirituality has been one of the biggest facets of the holding-back of humanity for far too long. (6)

Matthew Ward: What your family from other civilizations will do is tackle environmental issues that are beyond your capabilities—their technologies can dematerialize nuclear waste and depleted uranium, purify polluted rivers and seas, and restore deserts to arable condition. Also, their free energy systems are far advanced of your own, which by and large still are under Illuminati suppression. (7)

Mira the Pleiadian: We also use our technology to monitor the Earth and where help could be necessary. We have the ability to actually look within the Earth and see and feel what the Earth is feeling. We can also tell when the Earth is getting ready to release negative energies far before events occur. We use this information to stabilize energies or prepare for certainties before the release of energies. It is the Creator’s intention and the Earth’s intention to protect life as much as possible. (8)

The Pleiadians and the Arcturians through Wes Annac: Yes, an illusion has been perpetrated around your perception of space travel, as it’s perceived that your developed countries have been actively involved in developing space craft, launching satellites and traveling to celestial bodies.
That illusion has been orchestrated to keep your collective complacent regarding real space travel and the technology that can be built and understood concerning it, and the rockets launched into space are quite outdated in view of the technology you could’ve been using by your 1940s.

We were ready and willing to introduce this advanced and sentient technology to your collective in those times, but we understood that there was still a ways to go from the grip of distraction, division and hatred still prevalent in your society.

Your cabal is finding themselves less able to stop us from making sightings or to stop individuals in your collective from introducing free energy-based technology to your world formally.

Free energy technology has been suppressed and shelved by your cabal for reasons they reiterate are related to national security, but the truth is that they’ve worked actively to keep your populace held back from space travel and understanding that even close to your Earth, there are star systems with planets boasting brimming advanced societies who are actively fixated on the evolution your Earth is experiencing. (9)

SHGF: Right now, you possess the ability to solve your energy and water crises and to set up a method that can allow each individual to actually “legislate” for their respective country. Education thus becomes the vital key to your immediate future.

A good teacher becomes a most valuable resource. This resource, currently limited, can be vastly expanded by use of the Internet and the spread of advanced digital technologies.

These technologies can provide for the quick spread of literacy and the introduction of an immense library of information. This will be the foundation for consciousness-based neural networks that will swiftly replace the computer-based Internet.

This introduction of previously unknown technologies will lead you to discover your extraterrestrial origins and you will begin to grasp why you were sent here in the first place. This can make our introductions much easier for you to accept. (10)

Ascended Masters and Pleiadians through Wes Annac: We’ll … be on your world in the time ahead to help you understand the technologies we’ll have to offer. (11)

The Arcturians through Sue Lie: Many of the hidden patents are indeed galactic, but many of them are also human inventions. These inventions were stolen from their creator, and the scientists were often killed. We will no longer allow this
behavior. And, because YOU have asked us to level the playing field, we are not breaking the Free Will of your planet to assist in this manner.

Planetary Free Will is a consensus of the majority of the members of the planet. These members include all sentient beings and Gaia Herself. Therefore, the majority of Planetary Consciousness has asked us for assistance. The polarity of dark had grown too strong for the polarity of light to have a fair chance. Hence, we came to assist our descendants and friends in human disguise. (12)

Footnotes


(2) SaLuSa, November 14, 2014.

(3) SHGF, ibid.

(4) SHGF, April 5, 2016.

(5) SaLuSa, November 14, 2014.


How will you help us with the clean-up of Gaia?
SaLuSa: Cleansing is our main priority and once it is complete the rest can follow much more easily…

It is our intention to introduce you to new ideas and technologies as soon as it is appropriate, but our first priority is to clean up your Earth. (1)

Matthew Ward: You know about the ongoing assistance of crews in the crafts and that when they land, their advanced technologies will come with them; you know the effects of prevailing vibrations, the progress happening out of the public eye, and that your world is moving ever nearer the time when all will live in peace and in harmony with Nature. That’s why you can feel confident about your world’s future and are eager to welcome your sisters and brothers—in this we rejoice with you and for you! (2)

SanJAsKa: The cleansing we’re performing for your ground, skies and waters is scientific and healing-based in nature, and we’re able to perform such cleansing on an advanced level compared to what’s performed on your Earth in this moment, because of our understanding of the necessity of merging science and spirituality.

The division of science and spirituality has been one of the biggest facets of the holding-back of humanity for far too long. (3)

Matthew Ward: What your family from other civilizations will do is tackle environmental issues that are beyond your capabilities—their technologies can dematerialize nuclear waste and depleted uranium, purify polluted rivers and seas, and restore deserts to arable condition. Also, their free energy systems are far advanced of your own, which by and large still are under Illuminati suppression. (4)

Mira the Pleiadian: We also use our technology to monitor the Earth and where help could be necessary. We have the ability to actually look within the Earth and see and feel what the Earth is feeling.

We can also tell when the Earth is getting ready to release negative energies far before events occur. We use this information to stabilize energies or prepare for certainties before the release of energies. It is the Creator’s intention and the Earth’s intention to protect life as much as possible. (5)

**Footnotes**

(1) SaLuSa, January 9, 2015.

What other changes can we expect to see?

Matthew Ward: If not initiated prior to Earth's entry into fourth density at the end of this year, the following changes will occur in increments soon afterwards:

Nuclear power plants will be dismantled, no new facilities will be built, and stored nuclear waste will be rendered harmless. The process called fracking will cease and oil drilling equipment and rigs will be eliminated along with above ground power lines.

Cell phones will become safe, and the use of surveillance cameras, communication systems and other monitoring devices will end.

Elements in foods that are harmful to bodies will be destroyed. Medical procedures that are more damaging than beneficial to bodies and minds will stop, and so will sonar testing that is harming or killing marine life.

Laws and cultural customs that curtail human rights will be stricken and proposed regulations for such purposes will not be enacted.

Educational systems will give everyone on the planet access to accurate information via computers and printed material. Fair reallocation of the world's resources will be done as expeditiously as possible. (1)

Footnotes

The Galactics and Ascension
How are you helping us with the Ascension process?

Mira the Pleiadian: We are experts in the ascension process. It is what we do. We go to various planets and assist them with this process. The Earth is well on her way to higher consciousness. We are not the only other planetary system that is a part of the Earth Council. We join with others to bring forth a new way of living; a dimensional jump. (1)

(1) Mira the Pleiadian, channelled by Valerie Donner, March 30, 2012.

What is the nature of the new energies being transmitted to Earth from elsewhere in the universe?

Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn: The Diamond Light is one of the Highest Frequencies available on the Earth today, together with the Golden Light of the Christ Consciousness and the Platinum Ray.

The Diamond Light carries the Galactic Frequencies and the Light Codes that the Earth needs to align with the Divine Purpose as expressed through Divine Creative Intelligence.

In fact, we may say that the Diamond Light is the Divine Creative Intelligence in action. That is why it is so beneficial for you to align yourselves with this incoming higher-frequency light. It assists you in the creation and manifestation process, and so will help as you work to begin the creation of a new society according to the blueprint in the Diamond Light. (1)

SaLuSa: Ascension is a quick process triggered by the higher energies of the Photon Belt that you are now entering and gets stronger the more you penetrate it. (2)

Melchizedek: You have now entered what is known as the photon belt. It is an ever luminous, ever moving, ever changing spiral of particles that are of greater vibratory frequency than that which you have been experiencing in the previous millennia of the Ages of the Yuga. Now we will begin to move at greater speed into the alignment and this will create greater changes within your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies. (3)

The Arcturians through Sue Lie: What is occurring now is that the Higher Light has been altering your Earth vessel at very baseline frequencies that were once undetectable to your conscious mind. However, now your conscious mind is increasingly able to detect the higher frequencies of Light because your superconscious mind has been teaching your third dimensional brain how to expand its frequency range.
However, your superconscious mind is awakening, and your perceptions and translations of reality are increasingly transmuting to consciously encompass the higher frequency of gamma waves. In fact, now, the gamma waves are penetrating your atmosphere, your reality, and your physical body.

Therefore, your innate gamma wave – fifth dimensional consciousness – is coming “on line” with your conscious perceptions, and is beginning to intermingle with your third dimensional perceptions. Hence, your 3D perceptions are expanding.

This expanded awareness may feel as if someone “turned on the lights.” Actually, that “someone” is you. YOU have turned up the frequency. ...

As the fifth dimensional Light continues to activate your 97% “junk” DNA, your body, your consciousness, and your perceptions will begin to calibrate to a higher frequency of Light. (4)

Footnotes


Do we lack photons altogether?

The Constant Companions: Your heart is a photon of light. (1)

Matthew Ward: It is not that no bodies on Earth have photons, and an unimaginable quantity is in the atmosphere. But electrons are dominant in the vast majority of your populace—that is why they are lagging in awakening spiritually and consciously—and throughout your world—that is why you have electric and electronic appliances and pay to use them instead of having photons’ “free” energy. The way to ascend into planes where photons outnumber electrons is by increasing the amount of light in the collective consciousness.

Energy is neutral. It is the thought forms that get attached to energy streamers that are positive—with light—or negative—without light. The forms are created by
every being’s thoughts, feelings and actions, and collectively those determine a civilization’s density, or spiritual and conscious evolvement status.

That is one universal definition of density; the other is mass or the location of a mass, and the two don’t necessarily go together. That is why Earth, a fifth-density soul spiritually and consciously, can be in the initial stages of fourth-density location-wise and most of her people are at third-density evolvement status.

Animals and plants are absorbing more light than most of humankind; at this moment, the light in people varies from brilliant to just enough to keep bodies alive.

Now then, every person and every thing in your world emits vibrations in consonance with each form’s consciousness level, and that is determined by the amount of light in each. The atoms in inanimate objects—say a pebble, football, nail and chair—have minimal consciousness; exceptions are crystals and gold, which have a high degree. The consciousness level of soil is higher than objects and so is that of slugs, worms and short-lived insects; higher on the scale are the species of insects that have a well-developed hierarchy and clearly-defined working system within it.

The plant kingdom has a very high level of consciousness. Trees have intelligence and emotions that few people would even consider possible and extend far beyond the acorn that knows how to become a mighty oak and the apple seed that knows how to bear fruit. Tiny flower seeds know their colors and whether to blossom for a season or flourish year after year. The generally unseen, therefore unknown souls in the Devic kingdom, who work hand-in-hand with all of Nature, also are highly advanced consciously and emotionally.

Humans and other high orders in the animal kingdom have the highest level of consciousness—instinct, intuition, memory, learning and reasoning capability, and the widest range of feelings—but only humankind also is endowed with conscience and Creator’s gift of free will. Although each living being and each inanimate thing serves a purpose in the evolutionary process of all, it is the human population that sets the pace.

Whereas all other life forms on Earth operate within their respective innate guidelines that work in harmony with Nature, people can choose to act in godly ways or not, to heed conscience or not; and their collective choices determine the civilization’s evolvement status.

As humankind evolves via the light in spiritual and conscious awareness, so do all the other forms on the planet, and the collective vibratory emissions advance the entire world. And, as a world advances, life becomes increasingly simpler
and joyous! It is only in third density’s lower vibrations that a civilization creates all the complexities born of negativity. (2)

Footnotes


Where are the energies coming from?

Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn: Beloved ones, let us begin with the Solar energies and their role in your Evolution and Development. We know that you understand the important role of the Solar energies and the Solar Flares in transmitting Light Codes to the Earth and to you. But, some of you may also be aware that this is a two way process.

The Sun transmits energies in response to the Earth as well. When the Earth, through the Earth Councils, indicates that she is ready for an accelerated process of transmutation and change, as in February of this year, the Solar Council of the Sun, those Light Beings entrusted with the transmission of Solar Codes to the Solar System and to Earth, responds with what is needed.

And so, apart from very powerful Solar and Lunar eclipses, there have also been immensely powerful Solar Flares that have bombarded your planet day after day, week after week, bringing the Light Codes and information necessary to open the portals and incorporate the 6th Dimension of Magic and Dreams into the Earth Grids. (1)

Hilarion: The Earth continues to move into a less dense level, and this will have a profound effect on all her inhabitants. There will be less stress within the human system and more increased feelings of contentment, joy, and peace. As you hold your light steady you are assisting the greater field to align to the light pouring from the celestial realms. (2)

Mother Mary and Archangel Gabriel through Natalie Glasson: In this time of powerful ascension shifts and awakening, many beings of light upon the inner planes are sharing, downloading and gifting their energy to those upon the Earth, to encourage all to move through ascension with ease and perfection. There are times in the ascension journey when it becomes immensely powerful, impactful and transformational while other times simply offer gentle shifts which continue a calm awakening of your Creator awareness. (3)
Cosmic Awareness: The energies of Spirit are coming through the central Sun and as this Awareness has spoken before previously where It spoke of Divine Source’s energies coming forth wave after wave after wave crashing upon the planet, bringing higher spiritual awareness and understanding. (4)

Arcturians through Sue Lie: We wish to tell you that you are in the process of download and integration of a higher Light that was, and is still, being delivered from the higher dimensions. How does higher Light download into Earth from the higher dimension? One way is that they “catch a ride” on the current “space weather.” (5)

**Footnotes**


(2) Hilarion, June 9, 2014.


**Can give us a full picture of the transmission of these energies and how they work upon us please?**

Celia Fenn: In this most recent partnership, the Sirian Masters have assisted in transmitting into the New Earth Diamond Grids the Light Codes for the first Major upgrade of the Diamond Light Body.

This upgrade is intended to fine tune the Light Body for its new function as a Multi-Dimensional Vehicle of Light. Intense waves of Light are being transmitted from Sirius that carry the wave patterns and frequencies of the new Light Body calibrations.

This has been one of the reasons why there has been so much snow in the northern hemisphere.
The Light Codes are being held and transmitted in the crystalline shapes of the snow crystals. This vibration and pattern is then transmitted into the Earth where it becomes part of the Earth’s Memory Bank that is held in the Crystalline Diamond “Data Bank” at the center of the Planet.

The information is being transmitted and received primarily through the Polar Star Gates at the Arctic and Antarctic.

This means primary transmissions are being received by Lapland and Northern Russia, as well as Canada, and by the Southern countries of New Zealand, Australia, Argentina and South Africa.

Powerful waves of incoming Light Codes are being grounded by Light Warriors and Light Workers in these places, as well as by others in strategic Sacred Sites and Cities on the Earth.

Everyone will feel the effects of this incoming transmission to some extent, especially if they are also sensitive to Solar radiation. But the effects of the Sirian wave will be felt only in so far as the Pineal Gland is active and working to receive the transmission.

A person whose Pineal gland is inactive will feel the waves as instability and anger and collective “irritation”. If the Pineal Gland is engaged and working to transmit the energies, then the symptoms will be different.

The Pineal gland will receive the powerful Light Codes and then transmit them into the Light Body and the DNA structures of the physical body.

Because the “voltage” of the Light Codes is so high, there may be side effects such as dizziness, nausea, insomnia, muscle spasms, anxiety and bad dreams.

These will be temporary symptoms as the Body and Light Body adjust to the new frequencies that are enabling Multi-Dimensional consciousness as a “real” experience. ...

When the Eye of Horus or Pineal Gland is powerfully activated by Light transmissions from the Star system of Sirius, it means that a powerful energy of Creation and manifestation is under way. The Earth Councils are receiving New Templates for Higher Forms of Life and Consciousness on Earth.

So, you will understand that the more powerfully you are feeling the effects, the more you are a part of this wave of New Earth Reality creation.
Those who are not receiving the transmissions will continue with their lives in the Reality framework that they know, until they are ready to graduate to the Multi-Dimensional framework that is being implemented right now. (1)

Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn: The Diamond Light is received by you through the Higher Chakras (the Galactic, Solar and Soul Star Chakras), and then transmitted into the Crown Chakra. From there it is radiated into the Light Body and into the Pineal Gland. It has an intense effect on the Pineal Gland, and this stimulates the nervous system and the cellular system right down to the DNA. This enables your entire being to align with the incoming Diamond Energy.

It is then transmitted to the Heart Chakra, and then you are able to transmit this Light to others via the High Heart and Throat Chakra vortexes that have recently been reactivated and restructured.

It is also directed downwards through the Base Chakra and into the Earth Star Chakra, and then into the center of the Earth to connect you with the Earth Blueprint Hologram held in the Diamond Crystal at the center of the Earth.

This powerful energy can have effects on your physical being. Many of you have been aware of this energy flowing through your body in an intense form in the last few weeks.

Beloved Ones, know that these transmissions of Diamond Light are assisting in raising your personal frequency and consciousness so that you can also assist in raising the frequency and consciousness of the Earth Collective, and so begin creating the Diamond Earth Communities. (2)

Archangel Gabriel through Shanta Gabriel: These waves of Golden Light are so strong that they are producing feelings that are unfamiliar. Neutrality within your emotional state will help you sort out your feelings.

When you have a quieter presence within your heart, you gain the ability to maintain balance in the midst of intensity. Your breath is invaluable. Stopping to allow yourself to breathe very deeply illuminates the heart structures you have built that keep you whole and feeling safe.

Embrace the flow of Light by claiming it into your High Heart until you feel expanded — filled with the Christed Light, filled with Divine love, filled with healing power.

Gaining Light within you leads to greater strength and courage. The massiveness of this Golden Light is asking you to bring forth the forces of grounding to keep your body calm in the midst of intensity.
The grounding forces help you to feel more nourished and sustained by the forces of Divine Light. There is a deeper connection with levels of vitality that will enrich you and give you a sense of structure and balance.

It is an extraordinary time when you are being gifted waves of Divine Illumination in Golden Light. It is your job to direct the frequencies and empower your life in its flow. (3)

Lady Master Quan Yin through Fran Zapeda: You have welcomed this Love Energy in its purest form of late and your bodies are readied to receive more of it on a moment-by-moment basis, in your daily ventures.

Feel it circling you now and penetrating into all your cells. You are refined and ready for a deeper dousing of this Love Energy. You have been primed for it and as the Solstice energies continue, you are accepting more and more of this beautiful Love Energy into your bodies and cells and hearts.

You will find that you do not reject it as much as before, kind of like your bodies are getting used to rich food that before now you could not tolerate. The refinement of your crystalline bodies is making it so that this rich, rich Love Energy is being welcomed into your Light bodies with deeper penetration and staying power so that you may utilize it much more readily to create your dreams. (4)

Higher Self: You've gone from the very early days of being lost/adrift within a vast sea of Self, to now standing firmly at the center of your own multidimensional and/or multifaceted DIAMOND CONSCIOUSNESS.

You now have mastership of this “control tower” position, and can choose at will which facet (window) of your diamond (soul) to gaze through at any given time. Or even perhaps gaze through all at the same time, as all of your various soul fragments/incarnations/parallel selves (aspects of their consciousness) are almost fully retrieved/integrated at this point within you and are eager to be of service to you. [In service] to the greater Whole/Higher Divine Self. Achievement of diamond-like consciousness is also symbolic/indicative of your crystalline DNA further activating, stimulating, and generating further bodily change/ transformation/transfiguration. (5)

Archangel Michael through Natalie Glasson: This is such a magical time of exploration of the Creator, because the exploration is taking place within your being and you can shape and form your reality from your connections and experiences of the Creator.

As old keys, energies, activations, patterns and codes are cast aside which are no longer needed, so the journey of ascension shifts and alters for all, as new
energetic keys, activations, patterns and codes surface to be of service in the present moment of ascension.

Much of what I speak of you may not notice until you look back upon your reality and humanity, then you will notice the shifts that have occurred, especially in the coming years. It is truly the dawning of a new age, the dawning of the experience of unconditional love upon the Earth.

The rising of the Goddess vibration makes way for other vibrations of light from the Creator to flow into the Earth and your being, while creating a sacred space within your being for your truth to activate.

It is almost as if the Goddess vibration turns your soul within your heart chakra into a womb or light incubator. Your soul will, and is, collecting certain, unique and appropriate vibrations from your soul’s great wealth. The Universe and the Creator are bringing them into the surface and forefront of your heart chakra, where they will be held and nurtured in the light and love of your soul until they are ready to project into your reality for your full experience.

This means that the way in which you perceive your reality will alter, your spiritual skills will evolve dramatically, and the energies you experience will shift, thus influencing your reality in a positive way as the soul takes greater responsibility projecting its divinity. It is, in truth, that a whole new world in forming within your being, being nurtured and incubated until the most appropriate time of projection.

A whole new aspect of yourself is also being incubated and will emerge. The process is gradual, so you may not even notice the shifts occurring, but it is important to be accepting of change in all its forms and manifestations, especially changes in your personality, character and reactions, as these will shift to be more divinely aligned first. (6)

Footnotes


(4) “Lady Master Quan Yin: Codes of Divinity,” channeled by Fran Zepeda, June
What changes are the new energies bringing so far?

SaLuSa: Realize that your awareness whilst on Earth is restricted by the low vibrations that you live in, but with the increase in the Light that is reaching it you are becoming awakened. (1)

SaLuSa: For some time now the energy of the higher realms has had more influence, and a greater part to play in your lives. It will gradually increase as the new and old energies become more clearly defined. It is transmuting more of the lower energies, and thus taking away their ability to hold back the progress of the Light. Indeed, as you might say, the corner has been turned and nothing but success lies ahead. (2)

SaLuSa: This year is one of change and in the very near future you will become enlightened as to the Truth of your Being. You are not your body but a beautiful Being of Light, and when you shed your physical body you will be free of the restrictions that you have experienced. In the higher realms you regain perfection in your higher vibrating body that will reveal you as you were as a younger soul. There is no place in them for anything less, so all of the trials and tribulations you experience now will no longer assail you. You move and exist in the lighter vibrations that respond to the power of thought. You will quickly adjust to them and enjoy the freedom that they give you. (3)

Arcturians through Sue Lie: What is occurring now is that the Higher Light has been altering your Earth vessel at very baseline frequencies that were once undetectable to your conscious mind.

However, now your conscious mind is increasingly able to detect the higher frequencies of Light because your superconscious mind has been teaching your third-dimensional brain how to expand its frequency range.

However, your superconscious mind is awakening, and your perceptions and translations of reality are increasingly transmuting to consciously encompass the higher frequency of gamma waves [photons]. In fact, now, the gamma waves are penetrating your atmosphere, your reality, and your physical body.
Therefore, your innate gamma wave – fifth-dimensional consciousness – is coming “on line” with your conscious perceptions, and is beginning to intermingle with your third-dimensional perceptions. Hence, your 3D perceptions are expanding.

This expanded awareness may feel as if someone “turned on the lights.” Actually, that “someone” is you. YOU have turned up the frequency. ...

As the fifth-dimensional Light continues to activate your 97% “junk” DNA, your body, your consciousness, and your perceptions will begin to calibrate to a higher frequency of Light. (4)

The Arcturian Group: Powerful higher-dimensional energies of Ascension are affecting the Earth and everyone on it at this time causing those who do not understand what is happening to lash out in frustration and fear, the only tools they know.

These energies are serving to expose all things old and obsolete which is creating the desire for change in all who are receptive. However, as we have often said, everyone perceives and acts according to the state of their consciousness which is why you are seeing so much violence at this time.

Powerful new energies are causing deeply buried fears, anger, and negative emotions to surface for the unawakened as well as the awakened. Most are recognizing, clearing, and moving past whatever old energy arises, but the unawakened who still perceive life fully from a third dimensional standpoint, act out with solutions based in duality and separation.

Everyone is experiencing the new and higher frequencies of Light, those in positions of authority as well as the “victims”. Everyone’s emotions have moved closer to the surface and where there is no understanding of what it taking place on Earth right now, reactions to it will vary according to levels of awareness.

Racial hatred is old deeply-embedded cellular memory from past lives. It is the result of lives lived fully in the energy of separation as either the victim or the bully. There can be a karmic element involved.

A person with black skin today may well have been a white racist or slave owner in a previous life. At the same time it is important to know that there are those who lovingly created a soul plan to include the violent taking of their earthly life for the purpose of assisting mankind to awaken. (5)

The Arcturian Group: The energy we are delivering to the Earth and humanity is akin to a large energy body of love consciousness. Within this energy are activations and remembrance of thinking, feeling and knowing from a space of love; the natural love which exists within all and is the love of the Creator.
Thinking, feeling and knowing from a space of love can only be born from within you. However, we, the Beings of Venus, are bringing forth a consciousness of love in order to inspire the same to activate from within your being. (6)

Archangel Gabriel through Shanta Gabriel: Since December 22, 2012, you have been anchoring Light in your physical bodies at an unprecedented rate. Your new awakening energy has impacted the lower 3 chakras especially. The sloughing of the old systems caused what you may have considered to be tremendous pain and upheaval in your lives.

The truth is that you have been purified by the force of these tremendous waves of Light frequencies so you could become a vessel to hold the power of Divine Light. This is what you have been asking for. Any associations with past emotional trauma have been lifted. It is only your old habitual patterns that will reclaim this trauma into your present life.

Throughout the remaining months of 2014, you will find yourself having a certain Knowing. Your inner resources have been enriched, and your life will begin to feel more purposeful. Invite your Soul gifts to manifest in your life. The doorway is now open.

Access to the wisdom of your heart has begun, and this inspires you with ways to use your gifts. You will feel lighter now. Divine Light was blasted into your cellular structure on the Solstice. You are vibrating at a higher frequency. You may even feel a bit airborne for a while, until this new frequency is integrated and anchored within your body.

With conscious active awareness you will be able to rise like a phoenix from the ashes of your old life, freed and connected to Source energy through the core of your being. Your physical body is now your vehicle for awakening consciousness.

Do not mistake the sloughing of old patterns as the old ways coming back to haunt you. They are surfacing to be released. Just let them go without attention. Become more attuned to your heart’s intelligence and be aware that you are blending your most eternally connected Divine Self with your most human self. You can now allow your soul’s gifts to surface and bless the world in new ways. (7)

Hilarion: There is another frequency shift that is taking place at this time. Many of you have been feeling the need to go inward to sit in quietness, meditate, contemplate, and renew yourselves and this is excellent for it means that you are absorbing the higher energies and are utilizing them in the correct manner. (8)

Hilarion: The pressure within increases as the energy intensifies from the cosmos. The activity of purification is intensifying in all quarters of life. There is
no escape for anyone or anything upon the earth plane. All are as one in the eye of the cosmic storm that is passing through.

The energy sensitive among you will find yourselves moving into the next step of your journey in wonderful and unexpected ways. With a suddenness that is startling, you will find yourselves in a blessed space as you find the longed for peace within.

As this alignment and recalibration takes place yet again, you enter a new phase of healing within your human operating system. The healing will become noticeable in your daily life as you go about your duties.

There will be more energy flowing through you, and you will have the energy to create all that you desire in your lives. Your ability to remain focused upon your goals will see a marked improvement.

There will continue to be a choosing of the crossroads for each and every soul upon the planet, and it can be difficult for many as the rifts within families and friendships continues to occur. Many times, these rifts are temporary, as those who are confused about what is occurring or totally unaware of it move away in rejection of the awakened ones...

The now floundering and chaotic shadow energy will become balanced both within each person, and within the outer world in daily life. Each person will see in their mind’s eye, the outcomes of each energy input they choose to make and will be able to instantly correct any action, thought or behavior that could bring them an unhappy experience.

As this continues, the mastery of self on all levels of being takes place, and opens the way for the further downloading of one’s higher essence into the physical human operating system. More enlightened beings walking upon the planet bring a more enlightened society and civilization. This is already taking place and will only grow stronger as each person brings in their higher essence, the higher aspects of their soul.

Love is the greatest force in the universe and this force will have its effect within and upon the planet. The unseen will become visible and will open up a new vista of experience and sensory delight to all who have attained this level of frequency. As more people attain this level, it paves the way and makes it easier for others to rise to greater levels of consciousness and understanding. The golden age of Terra will rise in glory and majesty remembered and lived. (9)

Mike Quinsey: As the vibrations continue to increase so their effect is the upliftment of those who can respond. As a result it is becoming somewhat easier to speed up the changes that are ready to be implemented. (10)
Matthew Ward: That attack on the [Doctors without Borders] hospital; explosions at a peace rally in Ankara, Turkey; clashes between Israelis and Palestinians; the situation in Syria; and shootings in the United States have caused some to view deadly violence and other prevalent conditions globally as “unsolvable problems.”

Dear ones, none of the issues of your concern, which also include effects of climate change, lack of clean water, deforestation, near extinction of some animals, diminishing bee population, widespread surveillance, unjust legal and justice systems, enforced vaccinations, massive impoverishment and rampant pollution as well as war mentality, bigotry, greed and ignorance of truths is unsolvable!

Everything happening in your world is due to Earth’s ascension into increasingly lighter energy planes wherein negatively-based activity is more quickly and emphatically running out its energetic course. (11)

The Constant Companions: As we have already told you, this period will be one of massive transformation, one where these incoming missiles of energy will interact in a most profound way with your own energetic setup, and as such, the collapse of internal division into a coherent and far more fluid system than the former fragmented one is now finally on its way.

So you see, this at times churning sea of chaotic tendencies towards misrepresentation of the actual events is not one that is entirely unfounded. For even if you are all well versed in these recurring periods of energetic upheavals, this will still be considered as one out of the ordinary. If ordinary is indeed a word that can be taken into use for any of these occasions.

For as you all know more than well by this stage, every step you take is one that will break through the boundaries set by the previous one. As such, let us simply say that even in this long line of extraordinary events, this one will certainly stand out in the crowd.

So again we say know that all is well, even if so much within you may be screaming out in protest. Even if you may at times feel more than a little alienated from your own being, let alone the world around you.

For as these emissaries of light continue to converse with those centers within you that govern these highly complex processes, it will be as if your entire circuit board will be wiped clean more than once, and as such, the sense of being untethered in a very tangible way may become prevalent on more than one occasion for you all. (12)

Footnotes
(1) SaLuSa, May 29, 2015.

(2) SaLuSa, Feb. 20, 2015.

(3) SaLuSa, May 29, 2015.


(8) Hilarion, Sept. 11-18, 2016.


(10) Mike Quinsey, Sept. 9, 2016.


The Different Space Fleets
What’s the difference between galactic and intergalactic?

Ashtar: It is very simple. It is just a matter of distance. It is just a matter of how far you’ve come, and what the allegiance and the experience has been. Understand, we have gathered from all over the multiverse, and some of us have arrived independently, long ago. But that does not mean that we were not aware of each other’s desire to come and to be part of this unfoldment of your planet.

So it is more a distinction of how far [from Earth], rather than anything else. …

And from which dimensions, and from which universes. (1)

Archangel Michael: It is a distinction that they make. …

And so you will say, “I am North American,” and another will say, “I am European,” or one will say, “I am Australian.” So think of inter-galactic as meaning further away. (2)

Footnotes


Who are the Galactic Federation of Light?

Adamu: We of the Pleiadian civilisation are one of many races of beings that are space-bound. That is we have ships that can traverse the vast distances of space. The other space-bound races that we meet with that agree to a charter of Service to Other and non-intervention and so forth are invited to join an organization called the Galactic Federation of Light. (1)

Adamu: The Galactic Federation has been quite directly involved in your planet in many, many ways for your planet’s whole history. Of late we have been bringing great many ships into the environment of your planet in order to assist with numerous subtle duties. I can list a few: assisting with the balancing of your magnetosphere, working against your destructive tendencies by disallowing
nuclear explosions and similar, beaming in an balancing frequencies of light that assist in the ascension process, severely curtailing the negative activities of other self-serving space races and so on and so on. The list is long.

The point is we have been here in the environs of your planet for a long time working very hard to assist in your welfare though you have not know about it. You see we can work across different densities of existence and we confine ourselves to densities other than your own so that we are not observed. This has been important as our non-interventionist policies dictate that we do not force ourselves upon a population that does not ask for, and is not ready for our arrival. (2)

SaLuSa: We of the Galactic Federation of Light and others are very active in helping you.

It is our privilege to be chosen in that role, and serving others is the reason we exist. Ascension is only the start, and afterwards we have much to do by way of quickly moving you into the life changes that go with it. (3)

SaLuSa: We of the Galactic Federation will present you with the opportunity to meet representatives of the civilizations that have had a great input where your evolution has been concerned. It goes back thousands upon thousands of years, through many cycles that have seen civilizations come and go, of some of which you have little or no knowledge. (4)

Footnotes


(2) Loc. cit.

(3) SaLuSa, Nov. 26, 2012.

(4) SaLuSa, April 13, 2012.

Can you tell us about the Ashtar Command, Ashtar, please?

Ashtar: The Ashtar Command, as you think of it, is an arm or a fleet. As you know there are millions of ships — no, not all directly above your planet, but certainly in circulation very close by. And so there is a great deal of logistics that need to be worked on between the intergalactics and the Galactic Federation of Light. And my command is part and parcel of that.

We tend to work as an independent arm because we have our own mission and purpose. And our mission and purpose is very specifically working with
Disclosure and working with the arrival of many forces — what we would call forces — upon the planet of Earth, and beginning that process of cohabitation, of collegiality, of exchange, of technological upgrades.

But do not think that we are not all working together. That simply would be a grave misunderstanding. And you have pretty much covered it. Those are the umbrella groups, you know. The Intergalactics, the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxies, the Galactic Federation of Light, and yes, my command. (1)

Footnotes


Who are the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxies?

Ashtar: [There] are the umbrella groups, you know: The Intergalactics, the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxies, the Galactic Federation of Light, and yes, my command. …

The outer galaxies are what you think of as the very distant reaches of the universe. … There is a great deal of Pleiadian energy on the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxies as well, but their recruits and families and their forces have been gathered from many planets and systems that you are not aware of, such as Xares or CCC, planets that are not really readily known to the people of Earth. (1)

Footnotes


What can you tell us about the human races that live inside the planet?

The Pleiadian High Council: One of the biggest aspects of the initial disclosure announcements you’ll witness as they’re being planned currently, will be the discussion of the Inner-Earth and the presence of an ascended society of souls who are also actively interested in your evolution.

Earth isn’t the only hollowed-out planet, and the hollowed-out method of structuring oneself is preferred by the majority of souls who choose to take
incarnations as planets. The Earth does indeed possess a core despite being hollowed-out; a central sun that keeps the Inner-Earth and indeed, even many facets of the surface-Earth, sustained and vibrating with energy. (1)

Hathors: You haven’t been told about the various societies that exist and have existed on your world, and one of the most important revelations for each dear soul to uncover is that of the Inner-Earth existing underneath your surface.

A plethora of people have worked to expose this truth the past, and the existence of your Inner-Earth has largely been covered-up because of the former presence of negatively inclined entities in its outer rungs, and mostly because of the presence of an ascended society deeper underneath your surface.

Humanity will learn about this and so very many other things as a result of the rising energies and the growing demand for truth on your planet, and every one of you can begin getting active in bringing-forth the Light you can feel within. (2)

SGGF: For millennia we have used Agartha as our base of divine operations. (3)

SaLuSa: You have a lot to learn about the truth of things outside your own planet, yet even the Earth has many secrets to share with you. It is known for example that it is hollow and that Beings live inside it, and after Ascension you will meet them.

They are in fact more advanced than you are and will be pleased to share their knowledge with you, and help you advance more quickly than you would have otherwise done. They have followed your progress for eons of time, and are conversant with your needs. They will be of great help in advancing the future of mankind and the Earth, and you are assured that any sacrifice you make now will be well worth it, as peace will come very soon. (4)

SaLuSa: You will hear more about those souls that reside in the Inner Earth, that you know as the Agarthans. Before the demise of Lemuria they were the ones that left their land, and continued their evolution by moving to the Inner Earth. They are at a stage where they have moved into a higher level of consciousness, and will be part of open contact when it is safe to do so. They have much to offer and will assist in your final preparations for Ascension. (5)

Archangel Michael: Lemuria was a wondrous opening. It was the complete balance when the mental body, the emotional body and the spiritual form came together in co-creation that you could spin the codes into whatever you desired. …

I must tell you, I have worked with civilizations on and off your planet for eons. And out of that, the Lemurians were the kindest, most gentle, most agreeable, most placid, most peaceful. They are amongst my favorites. (6)
Footnotes


(4) SaLuSa, Aug. 8, 2014.


The Connection Between Us and the Galactics
Some say we’re not descended from apes but from star civilizations.

The Sirians: You are not native to this planet upon which you now reside and make your home. No, every one of you has derived from far more ancient roots than the roots of your mountain ranges, as grand and tall or as short and shrunken as they may be now after millions of years of wear and tear from wind and rain.

Your present home is of a fairly recent origin, but you will soon discover the truth of what we now share when you finally come face to face with your star kin.

Many of these ones will not carry faces that are familiar to your current sensibilities, but know that they will begin to appear in your dreams and imaginings in preparation for their coming to this world.

You will meet beings with fur and animal-like faces, with scales and tails, with multi-colored skins, with fangs and assorted other accoutrements, but in all cases they will be sentient fully-conscious beings, capable of traveling through space with or without the use of equipment.

They are both your ancestors and your kin, for many who walk among you, dressed as humans, are their starseed, planted here in preparation for this transitional age, when humans would step forth from their sheltered existence and become a galactic race. (1)

Footnotes


Have you assisted us from time to time?

SaLuSa of Sirius: We have often helped you out when dangers have threatened you, in such a way that you are rarely aware of our intervention. Sometimes what you call miracles are attributable to our presence but we have first to be sure that we are not interfering with your karma. (1)’

Company of Heaven: Our existence will be made known on your world as the dam of lies and suppression fed by your cabals begins to burst open for all to see and feel, and we ask you to brace yourselves for startling truths and revelations as we and others have in the past. …

You’ll come to learn much that’s of a paradigm-expanding nature, and an initial aspect of the disclosures you’ll absorb will be explanations of the work we’ve
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done in deprogramming nuclear weapons and keeping the playing field fair on your world. (2)="

Pleaidians: It could be difficult for humanity to understand that there are multitudes of Galactic races and Angelic collectives actively focusing ourselves on humanity’s evolution and assisting you in every way we can from the spiritual realms, but it’s anticipated that humanity could open up to our presence on your Earth easier when it’s understood that we’ve helped keep your planet safe from disaster various times in the past.

We’ve done this as a part of the overall effort to see humanity ascend and bring your surface with you, and we remain in service to humanity as we make sure that nothing outside of your freewill or karmic potentials manifests for your world. (3)

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, Sep. 12, 2014.


How far back does your contact with us go?

SaLuSa: You will find that Galactic Federation members are no strangers to your early evolution, and in fact have had more than a hand in it. There is more of a connection between us than you might imagine, and we have had a part to play in your genetic engineering resulting in what you are today.

When you get to see the various types of Beings in our Federation, you will marvel at how many have a close resemblance to how you look now. (1)

Ashira: We do not say this in a way that is dismissive, but you do not know the entire history of Earth. We would not pretend to be your teachers, but we have been observers and we have known for that long of the beauty, of the magnificence of the race that was created upon this planet.

There are many similarities – no, not clones – but similarities, heritages, constructions, constructs, DNA, even dimensional travel that your Galactics and Intergalactics have with the humans. And so there have been long periods where we have been in very conscious and active communication with those upon the planet.
Now I speak for many different groups here, and different sectors had different times of contacts. But, for example, during the time of Atlantis there were ships from everywhere that would come into Space Port. There was exchange ~ cultural, scientific, what you think of as commerce, healing and social exchange, because we sought out one another. We sought out one another and you welcomed us and sought us out as well.

No, not through Star travel, but you were on the brink of that. That is why so many of you remember, because it was a normal occurrence for all of you to come on board various ships and travel inter-galactically or galactically. You had trade envoys and delegations that made trips as well. That is why sometimes you think, “Well, I don’t think I lived, say, on Andromeda but I know the people, I know the sensation, I know what it’s like.” It is because you have that ‘soul memory’ of those travels or of our travels and our exchanges with you.

And then when you have gone through, can we say, dark periods when we went ‘dark’ in terms of putting up the shields, we put up shields but we did not stop our interactions with humanity and with Earth. Now there were some that took advantage of that dark period but they have since been, can we say, reassigned elsewhere – they are not permitted in this sector or literally in this Universe.

But our history goes much further back in terms of our relationships than human beings imagine. You have in your native American cultures the knowing of the Anasazi, who are Pleiadian and who visited and intermarried, had a long and prosperous culture, and that is where many of the Starseeds were first originated.

So when we say that we stepped back, we stepped back because the illusions, the ego, of the humans – we were no longer compatible. It wasn’t merely the fact – although that was quite significant – that you would destroy your planet, which is why we kept it cocooned, holding the poles intact for hundreds and hundreds of years, because we knew that the evolution – the cycle – of humanity would come to a point where you would reawaken, and just like you have said, see the beauty in the woodpile and re-invite us for Love, not for what we bring in terms of technology or commerce or science or trade.

We sought you out because we knew we could have a loving relationship. It is like you seeing a neighbor down the street and you think, “Well that looks like someone I’d like to know, that looks like someone I could be friends with” and you don’t know the person, you just feel their energy fields and you think, “There’s something there that is attractive to me.”

So it was, planet to planet, galaxy to galaxy – there are many planets that have very similar construction to Gaia, but the ‘mix’ on this planet and the energy of
the humanoids is exceptional, it is wondrous – we want to be part of it. We want you to know us and love us the way that we know and love you. (2) 

Ashira: Will we have open relationships with everybody? Not until some of this other conflict is cleaned up – but we are working on it! (3) 

SaLuSa: At all times our contact has been peaceful with a view to helping Humanity. We live by the Light and have observed the protocol and Laws of God in our dealings with you. In time you will learn much about our involvement with you over thousands of years, and you will find that we have acted as your Guardians. We have monitored your growth, and have helped you overcome obstacles that may have seriously held back your evolution.

There is of course a limit as to how far we can go, as we must not interfere in situations where you are reaping your own karma. We have to stand back, but it does not prevent us from trying to ease your experience by continually sending you Love and Light. Now we closely accompany you through what will prove to be a very active time, when we are allowed to draw closer to you. You frequently see our craft and often in great numbers as we continue our cleansing of your atmosphere, and keep our eyes upon those who are still determined to cause trouble. (4) 

Footnotes


(4) SaLuSa, March 1, 2013.

What has been the history of Earth’s participation on intergalactic councils?
The Pleaidian Light: There are so many extraterrestrial world cultures supporting your growth now. They have supported the evolution of your world's development from the beginning. (1)

Ashira: Earth, Gaia (sometimes also known as Gia) that we often call Terra Nova, has been part of the Intergalactic Council for well over a decade.

Your original representatives, Wakana Taka and company, those who have also served at the council fire of the Mother Gaia, have performed and served extraordinarily well, but this delegation, as we would call it, is rapidly expanding. Your period of internship is over. The period of finding your legs, as it were, is over. And it is time for Earth, for Gaia, to be fully represented – and not only in ceremonial ways but fully as humans. (2)

The Galactic Council Beings of Light, working with the Earth Councils and the Solar Councils of Light, are preparing for their contribution to this process. In late November, the Earth begins to align with the Galactic Center, and by the December Solstice she is in perfect alignment for the transmission of Galactic Light Codes through the Diamond Light that will anchor these portals and ensure that they become part of the New Reality of a Multi-dimensional Earth. This will indeed be a Magical time, when the Earth will be recalibrated and great showers of Magic and Love will rain down on the Earth in waves of Abundance and Joy available to all who can see and feel the blessings of this Field of Love and Light!

At the same time, the Cosmic Councils and the Star Nations are also assisting this birthing process. There are several Cosmic Radiation Rays from "deep space" that have been transmitting information and assisting with the new alignments. The Star Nations of the Andromeda Galaxy have been very active in assisting with the anchoring of the Magical Creative energies on Earth, as the Twin Flame Galaxy of your Sacred Rose Galaxy. (3)

Mira: We are very busy on the Earth Council. Day after day we are making the most important decisions for the future of the Earth and all of life upon it. We have a specific charge from our Creator to perform the important task of taking care of crucial details and making arrangements to keep catastrophes and major events from happening.

This is not to say that there won't be some large occurrences, for there will be, but due to the urgency of the hour and the importance of the Earth to all of life we are charged with making decisions for the highest good of all.

We take our jobs seriously. We have the utmost cooperation from all involved. Whether it is from technology to astrology we foster the cooperation of every gifted and talented being to further the ascension of the Earth. (4)

Footnotes
Disclosure, the Reval, and the New Governments
Tell us about the new governments slated to come in.

Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: These new governments are to finally end the decades-long UFO cover up! (1)

SHGF: First contact constitutes a major watershed for your world. At present, the basis of your society’s understanding of itself is that humanity is unique in the scheme of creation. In this, it is just like many primitive societies which deny that they exist as part of a huge kaleidoscope of Beings of many levels of sentience. This belief in exclusivity will be ‘blown out of the water’ across the length and breadth of your planet, and your foundation myths dis-proven at a stroke by your governments’ formal announcements of our presence.

There will be no way to tiptoe around this issue, and so it is important that we have the formal support of your Ascended Masters as well. In fact, this support was obtained decades ago. In addition, we have the full backing of your Agarthan cousins. What remains now is to break the news to each of you, and this is where your new governments join in the discussion. They are to confer the global legitimacy required to relieve much of the worry that you are usually prone to concerning off-world beings. Once your governments have introduced the topic of our benevolent presence, we ourselves can proceed to explain a great many things to you. (2)

SHGF: The dark cabal was adamant in continuing to delay the advent of NESARA. Yet even as the foundation of a new financial system and the global reform of its currency moved forward, it was becoming clear that the present de facto USA regime was pursuing policies that were openly opposed to what these various reforms intended to achieve.

In addition, this criminal organization was funding the operations and the arming of terrorist gangs such as Al Qaeda and ISIS and illegally assisting a number of drug-running cartels. These actions were some of the corruption and derelictions that this ‘government’ was secretly accomplishing.

It was therefore essential that this illegal organization be quickly put out of business. Thus, a series of special organization-changing discussions were begun in the early spring of 2016. It was intended to replace this illegal regime before late spring arrived. A scenario to achieve this much-needed result was agreed upon and a plan was put into action by a special military/civilian task force.

We are most grateful for the coalition of the Light and what it has so far accomplished. (3)
Jesus through John Smalman: These are interesting times! Much is happening in the physical realms that is quite unprecedented. The stability of many of your “democratic” governments is no longer assured as dissatisfaction with the whole political process among the citizens of these various countries increases. And the elected officials seem either unaware of the situation or are unwilling to address it.

From such situations revolutions arise. Enormous changes are about to occur that will amaze and shock you as the real agendas of many in positions of power and authority over you are disclosed by disaffected minions and employees.

Whistle-blowers are appearing everywhere with information that has been withheld but which should have been in the public domain. As this continues so does people’s dissatisfaction and that leads to change. In this case to enormous change!

All the disclosures about endemic corruption in high places are happening as a result of humanity’s collective decision to awaken from the dream. What has lain hidden for so long can no longer be kept hidden, and as more and more of the endemic corruption is exposed it becomes apparent to all sane beings that change is essential. Therefore, change will occur. We have been telling you this for some time now so that you will be ready, and many changes are imminent.

It probably seems to many that we have been using words and phrases like “soon, imminent, very close, sooner than you can imagine,” with a cavalier disregard for the way time unfolds on Earth. This is most definitely not the case. It takes time for the importance and inevitability of the forthcoming changes we are talking of to root themselves in your awareness so that you strengthen your collective intent to bring them to fruition.

That is what has been happening over the last few years as more and more people have become aware of the corruption and dishonesty that is endemic worldwide within the governments, international corporations, large banks, and global industrial behemoths, that those who run them have consistently told you are honest and trustworthy. You now know that this is not the case, and you very recently made the collective decision to dissolve the old system so that a new and incorruptible one that benefits all of humanity can be constructed to replace it.

As you well know, war is the business of large industrial corporations and the banks that fund them and they make fortunes from the suffering of the masses. That is to change. Small groups of inordinately wealthy, influential, and powerful people have been in control of global economics and politics far too long, and their reign is coming to an abrupt end. Much of the strife that is presently ongoing across the planet is as a result of their last ditch attempts to maintain their positions of power by causing conflicts and intense suffering in as many places
as possible to create fear on a vast scale. They then hope to militarize even more of the world so that they can lock it down and continue to control you. They will not succeed!

Here in the spiritual realms we are well aware of the frustration you are experiencing as you wait expectantly for the promised changes that will establish peace on Earth, and food, shelter, and security for all on the planet. Humanity has set the collective intent for these changes to occur, and therefore they will. Truly the power of your collective intent is immense, you have chosen collectively to awaken, and so you will. You are already in the process of doing so, and there is not the slightest possibility of you changing your minds or reversing your awakening process. What you have collectively chosen to achieve is unstoppable. (4)

Archangel Michael: There is a great belief that the American political system is entirely corrupt, dark, dishonest, you name all the negative qualities and [those names] have been applied. You cannot apply that to the entire system.

The system itself may be antiquated and corrupt but that does not mean that every individual that is participating, is corrupt or evil. (5)

Archangel Michael: Let us use, for example, not only the United States government - not only the rift between the Senate and the Congress, the split in Congress - but the increasing split, shall we say, between the areas of government, the administration, the judiciary, what we would call the military - the actual functioning of government.

Why has it ground to a stop and why in fact has the business of government been so rocky? Well, I will tell you why... because Gabrielle and I are very involved. She is involved in the reorganization and restructuring of how that spread of money works. That is why so many light workers are turning their attention to government, one way or another.

The old, which does not serve, cannot proceed. So it is limping along while this greater - shall we say, undercover, but manifesting in different ways - reorganization is taking place. It is true in China. It is true in the Middle East. It is true in Russia. It is true in the EEC.

So there is much taking place. It looks like stalemate because it is. Now everyone is saying it's because this party or that party will not give in. And that is true.

Because what you are seeing is none of the old ways of what people think of as politics and the operation of government, the expression of politics, works. So it has literally ground to a halt. So that it can emerge like the phoenix, dear heart.
When will the media be cleansed and liberated?

Mike Quinsey: Before very long the news outlets will become free to report the real and truthful news that has been denied you for eons of time.

You have lived in a false paradigm for so long and not allowed to progress as was intended. You have effectively been denied progress that would have brought you a way of living some 50 years ahead of where you are now. Be assured that it will take nowhere near that period of time to catch up and plans to move you forward are already in place. (1)

Mike Quinsey: There is no doubt that as the vibrations lift up more people are awakening to what is going on, with the result that they are beginning to ask questions whereas previously they accepted what they were told. For example 9/11 has never gone away and more proof is being made known that it was a planned demolition by the Bush family. It was always expected that at the end of the old cycle, much would be revealed that would bring the truth to the surface. There has been speculation for a very long time as to who was behind 9/11, but now the evidence is undeniable and those responsible will be brought to justice. No one can escape having to face the truth. ...

The media is still largely in the control of those who support the dark Ones. But again there are changes being planned so that a truthful and reliable news service is available. Providing you are discerning for the time being your Internet is the best source of news, as it gives you a reliable update as to what is

Footnotes


(2) SHGF, July 23, 2013

(3) SHGF, April 5, 2016.

(4) Jesus through John Smallman, May 23, 2016.

(5) "Archangel Michael on 'Terminating' the Cabal, Dunford, Hillary, etc.,” Oct. 1, 2016, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/10/01/archangel-michael-terminating-cabal-dunford-hillary/etc/

happening in the world. You tend to look at the West for your information and it is currently your best source. But as the truth is uncovered it will go worldwide, and ultimately all souls will become aware. (2)

Mike Quinsey: The truth about all matters awaits you and will be given at the appropriate time. Much of your history as you understand it is far from the truth and intentionally confused by those who desired to control you. However, as the vibrations lift up it is getting harder for them to hide their motives, and the truth behind their actions is becoming more apparent. You are great Beings who are held back in many respects and it means that your lives have been deprived of advances that would have greatly lifted your quality of life. (3)

The Pleiadians: We and plenty others have been telling you dearest souls for quite a while in your concept of time that the small trickles of disclosure coming through your mainstream media would soon begin to pick up, and the continual works that are being brought about by humanity, rather than us, speak to this truth

So very much is being done to bring forth disclosure, in a way that’s as accepted by your mainstream as it can be. While much of your mainstream media has still largely laughed-away the recent Citizen’s Hearing on Disclosure, the subject will soon be in the forefront of the collective consciousness of humanity and will no longer be seen as a subject to laugh about.

The very idea of our existence has been presented to humanity in a way that’s meant to demean its credibility or the likelihood of humanity finding Life on other planets beyond yours, but truly, we are all right here with you and we have always been.

We have always wanted you to know of our presence around you, and this discussion ties back in with your aforementioned Law of Freewill, which sees you unable to know about or understand us or our existence if you just don’t want to.

However, the time has come for real and pure truth concerning us to surface in your mainstream media.

While the [Greer Committeee’s] Citizen’s Hearing was partly focused on the works of the negative extraterrestrials who no longer have the range of freedom on your surface that they did when they were mutilating your dear animals, the presence of the Light is on your world to stay and such lower interests won’t be and haven’t been allotted on your world to perform their deeds or sacrifices. (4)

The Hathors: There will be so very much for you to learn as a collective; not just regarding your true history, but regarding spirituality and how a spiritual understanding of the reality around you exists and has been picked-up on all throughout your Earthly experience. (5)
Hilarion: For humanity as they watch through the lens of their news media, it seems as though the world is about to fall into chaos and yet, life continues keeping pace with the times. There is great resilience in the human soul, for it has seen much in its sojourn through many lifetimes and experiences and it has the ability and the deep knowledge and inner resources available within to keep on keeping on resolutely moving forward. (6)

Sanat Kumara: I am speaking to all upon Gaia. And it is time for this distraction, deception, lies, untruth, deviations, of such a magnitude that they hide the truth – it is time for this to come to an end. Now we are doing our part, and you are being uplifted as never before. And many of you, most of you as a matter of fact at this time, are flying in and out of the portal knowingly and unknowingly. (7)

Footnotes
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Are there things you won’t discuss with us?

Ashtar through Linda Dillon: There are things that we do not discuss with humans simply because you might not understand it. Now, I do not say this in any way that is derogatory, but there are simply ways in which we operate, such as technology, that is so far beyond what is currently available to you that you would not understand it. …

The biggest reason that we have for secrecy, and I think I would speak for all my brothers and sisters of the various forces, the biggest reason is that we do not
share information on certain topics simply because we did not wish to create any type of fear.

So, we have [trod], as you well know, and you would often say we have [trod] too softly, but we have certainly [trod] softly for hundreds of years, so that you, as the human race, that have tended to move — not now but in the past — at quite a slow pace, would get used to certain ideas or concepts.

Now, we also have maintained a level of secrecy, and in this case you can even think remaining hidden, because we did not want to invoke, or provoke, any level of violence. That is against not only universal law, but the laws to which we all adhere. And each of us has codes of conduct, of what you would think of as behaviors, of regulations, though they are not as codified as some of what you believe is law.

But we do not wish to provoke a violent response. So we stay secret in many of our undertakings, simply — in the past this is — so that there would not be retaliation. Because that would completely defeat not only our mission and purpose, but it would be hugely detrimental to the planet and to the human advancement.

So what we have kept secret in terms of our plans has also often been that we did not wish to set up false expectations, because [of] the number, the millions and trillions of variables that we are operating with, not only in terms of our own forces and our own fleets, but in terms of human variables — and you change your minds as quickly as your weather patterns.

So, we do not often say, “At this time and date…”, although we have said, “Look up to the sky now, at this time, and you will observe.”

But that is why we often will maintain what you think of as secrecy. But in terms of our own interaction, and even interactions between the fleets, there is very little that is actually kept private.

What you tend to think of as a secret — and let us make sure that we are talking about the same thing, because this is also one of the areas … I am more used [than] many to talking to human beings — when you say you have a secret, it is usually because you do not want to share the information because it would hurt or harm somebody, or that someone has given you a confidence which they have asked for you to keep confidential.

Well, there are situations that we talk to certain beings upon your planet and we say, “Here is some information, but can you keep it close to your vest, because we are not quite prepared for the masses to know…” because we do not wish to create either disharmony or fear, or to tip our hand in some situations. Because
even at this time there are those upon your planet who would really like to retaliate.

Now, is that going to be permitted? No. Because most of that has already been taken care of. So, it would be a futile effort, but even in the futile effort, if certain governments or forces wished to retaliate, and then found that their capacity to retaliate was meaningless, it would be cause for mayhem and fear and upset. So that is why sometimes we simply do not talk about these things, because we don’t want to create human anxiety. (1)

Footnotes


What’s the relationship between Disclosure and the Reval, if any?

Archangel Michael: Disclosure is very close and it is already underway. Understand that this is in tandem also with the reconstitution, the Revaluation, the entire shift in what you think of as the reality of everyday life on Earth. (1)

Ashtar: You were told that the transformation of your financial system is a done deal and only waiting for implementation. Additionally, you were told that the dark Ones have no more power to delay or to prevent this any longer. This we can confirm, and you will also see why this is so important.

In the coming days and weeks you will learn more about it and – even better – you will experience it. We are looking forward to seeing how you rub your eyes in disbelief, asking yourself: “Is this really happening? Am I dreaming?”

After this short period you will overflow with happiness and will be totally excited. This in itself will lift you up a great deal, and your vibrations will be raised to a higher degree.

So why do I, Ashtar, tell you this? Because the joy that you will experience with the introduction of the new financial system is absolutely critical to, and will form the basis of, Disclosure taking place.

At the moment, the majority of mankind believes it is possible that we are not alone in the Universe. Nevertheless, there is a difference between not precluding this, and believing it.
What do you think might happen now if we were to carry out a mass flyover? Would the majority of people react with fear and terror? How would your existing financial system react? Would it not result in more violence and chaos?

So now ask yourself, what would it be like if humanity is first lifted up by a new and fair financial system? The joy and happiness resulting from the old shackles of the present unfair economic system being stripped away, and everyone feeling freed from the yoke of slavery by the new financial transformation?

Do you not think as well, that this will automatically resolve many of your current problems? And based on that, Disclosure – that your Star family is here and once again would like to unite with you – will be much better received?

Thus, we can confirm what others have reported – and many of you already guess – that Disclosure will take place as soon as the necessary steps to implement the new, fair economic system have successfully taken place. Then we can come to you and present you with all that we have already announced to you.

And from your point of view the most wonderful thing is, probably, that we are talking about weeks and not years until this fundamental transformation of your economic system gathers speed and becomes apparent to everyone. And if this stone is rolling, you can also be assured that Disclosure will not be long in coming. (2)

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Nov. 11, 2015.

(2) "Ashtar Speaks: The Transformation of your Financial World as the Basis for Disclosure," channelled by Philipp, June 12, 2013.

Are folks up there as anxious as we are for First Contact?

Ashira: We are as anxious as you to come together in celebration, in unity, togetherness. This is not merely a trade commission or a diplomatic mission. This is us waiting for a family reunion. (1)

Arcturian Group: You are protected from those not of the highest level, so welcome your brothers and sisters from other planets when they arrive. They too have moved into the higher energies through evolution and understand what you are experiencing. They hold only the wish to help you with what they have learned spiritually and technologically and want be your neighbors. (2)

Footnotes
What might we do to prepare for your coming?

Adama: It does not take a great deal of sacrifice or of time spent in meditation. It only takes a yearning, a yearning to be part of something new and wonderful. And to say, “Yes, Adama, we are here for you! We wish to be one of those you would contact when you first come up from Inner Earth.” (1)

Constant Companions: Listen well to what your heart is telling you, for it is your heart who will be the welcoming host, and it will be your heart who will be bringing you these good tidings as they arrive.

One by one at first, but as the days go by, this trickle will increase to a steady stream of pilgrims from afar, arriving at your door, carrying with them greetings from home. For this benevolent host of far-travelled harbingers of the light knows where they will be welcomed and so, they will flock to those wide open hearts awaiting their arrival, and they will come in a multitude, but there will be no shortage of room for them. (2)

Matthew Ward: The collective psyche of Earth’s peoples must be ready to accept not only that a huge fleet of ships has been overhead for untold years, but many thousands of souls from other worlds are living in your midst. Some were born into families, others “walked-in” by soul transference agreements, and those who came directly from other civilizations adapted their bodies to fit into your populace—their soul evolvement status has that capability. While some hold influential positions in fields where they can effect important beneficial changes, most are there to exemplify the benefits of conscious and spiritual awareness in everyday living. (3)

St. Germaine: Do you not think that your Galactic brothers and sisters are fully aware of what you think of as etiquette, or what you would think of as – invite them to dinner! Do not be offended if they don't eat much!

You know, very often there are many tales of how I behaved, and very seldom – I would always accept all invitations – seldom would I eat. I always enjoyed myself, and the company, so do not be offended if they do not eat. All you need in terms of etiquette, in terms of behavior, is to be in the fullness of your loving Heart, to be in the fullness of Who You Are. (4)
Mike Quinsey: Many wonder how the impending changes can be introduced without causing confusion. The answer is that planning for this time has been meticulously carried out, and subject to changes if new conditions present themselves. Backing up the plan are immense numbers of advanced Beings who will reveal themselves when the circumstances are right. They have followed your progress for eons of time and are now ready to help you over the last few hurdles. Victory is yours and it will not be denied you. (5)

Archangel Michael: We are reaching down, your Star Brothers and Sisters are reaching down, as far as we can [consistent with the universal law of free will]. That's why we wish you could see the unseen as it were. We are inches away from one another. All we can say and what the ascended masters have been working on, what you would think of as night and day, is “Please don't quit!” (6.)

Footnotes


(5) Mike Quinsey, Sept. 9, 2016.

(6) Personal Reading with Archangel Michael and Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Aug. 1, 2014
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